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'Jane Eyre' Picture
Wednesday, 4:30 P. M.

~eacbera

<.tollege 1Rewe

Literary Contest Ends
Friday, 4: 00 P. M.

"TEilli THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID"
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College Trio Will Be·Featured Forum Discusses Third Annual News Literary
Political Reform
·At Vesper Concert on Sunday Thursday Night COntest Will Close This Friday
.................................•..................

Thelma Stoner and Robert Myers LEAGUE, UNION PLAN
Leo Berns Believes that New PoWill Appear as Soloists on
ALL SCHOOL CARNIVAL
litical Philosophy Will Be
Second Pr ogram.
AS WINTER FINALE
Adopted Soon.
PROGRAM START·S AT 4
"An evening's entertainment for evPLAN OPEN MEETING

.....•..............••...................•.......•..

Quincy Guy Burris, Robert Shiley
and H. DeF. Widger Will
Judge Manuscripts.

Speaks in C ha p el

FOUR F IELDS OPEN

The Third Annual Litera.ry contest
The seoond in the series of four erybody." That will be the goal of the
in
Women's
League
and
the
Men's
Un"Election
sign
posts
point
to
the
sponsored
by the News will close this
Vesper concerts will be presented
ion when they comb'ine f01rces and adoption of a new political philosoF riday, February 8 at 4 p. m.
Cash
the auditorium on Sunday, February
prizes
totaling
$12
have
been
offered
plan
a
social
evening
that
will
pr
phy
on
the
part
of
our
cit'izens,"
Leo
0
10 at 4:00 p. m. and will feature the
to the winners 'i n the various divi~
'37, said in h~s pa~er present~d
College Trio. The · first of these Sun- vide entertainment fo:r all EI students. Berns
before the Forum diSCUSSIOn gToup m
ions of the contest. In addition, the
day concerts was given January 27. The date has been set for Saturday, 1 Room 6, Thursday evening.
winners of the contest will have their
The College Band and the College or- February 23 .
Mr. Berns, in presenting the third
manuscripts published in a special
chestra provided the music. which was
Entertainment will consist of stunts of the series of talks dealing with the
literary supplement to the News. The
heard by about 500 townspe::;ple, stu- and acts given by various campus or- relation of social science to curre:1t
four divisions which contestants mny
dents, and faculty members.
ganizations. To date, tap dancers, problems, based his discussion on '·Poenter are short story, book review, es· Friederick Koch, head of the Music tumblers, and singers have been prom- litical Parties of Tomorrow," . by Raysay, and poetry.
department and a member of the Trio, ised. The finals of the women's and mond Clapper.
Divide Prizes Equally
has arranged this Sunday's program. men's Ping Pong tournament will IJe
Revolution in 1932
The prizes in the contest w'i.ll b?.
Included are featured solo attractions. pla.yed off. The amplifying system
Continuing he said, "Everything now
equally divided in each of the divisMiss Thelma Stoner and Robert Myers will provlde music for dancing dnr.ing indicates that 1932 was not a rebelions. First prize will be $2.00 aJJd
will be the soloists.
the latter part of the evening. Cards lion but a revolution, a revolution to
second prize $1.00, while two honorOrganized 12 Years Ago
and Ping Pong will also be available cast overboard a political philosophy
able mention manuscrpts will be jud~
The College Trio was organized by for those students who do not dance. which had, save for the years of
ed in each group of entries. The
Mr. Koch about 12 years ago and has
Florence Wood, president of the Cleveland and Wilson, dominated the
judges in the News contest are l~ob
become an organization in great de- Women's League and Vincent K~lly, country for three quarters of a cenert
Shiley, Qu'incy G. Burris, and H.
mand at EI for local attractions as Union President, will act as co-chair- tury. Mr. Roosevelt is our first exDeF.
Widger, all members of the Eng·well f.or out-of-town engagements. men. The Council of Nine and the perimentalist in the Wh'ite House."
lish department. Two of the judges,
Richard W. Weckel and E. L . Stover Executive board will serve as commitMr. Berns stated that the people as
Miss Irene Piersoon, of u. of I., who Mr. Shiley and Mr. Bun·is, have had
complete membership of the Trio.
a whole were developing a rriore &citees.
addressed
college women this m orning. recent experience in judging N'3W3
The program for this second Vesper
Recreation tickets will admit stud- entific approach to public affairs. Mr.
literary entries. Last year Mr. Shiley
concert will be as follows:
Roosevelt has not done what he pror:a- •••••• •••••••••• •••••• •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••• participated as one of the j11dges
ents to the Open House.
Sonato Op. 7 (Allegretto 1, Largo,
while Mr. Burris acted in this capac.................................................... ised during the campaign and yet the
Allegretto 2), by Beethoven-College
people seem to approve. "At la~t."
ity
in t~e first annual .News litern.ry
Trio; The Joy of Spring, by Woodman
Mr. Berns stated, "we have broken
contest m 1933. Mr. Widger has had
away from the bondage of requiri:"lg
-soprano solo-Miss Stoner; Love and
much experience in classifying uterpoltical leaders to look before they
Fame, by B. Peccio; When Twilight Is 1
'
ary and oratorical efforts of higl1
leap and to prescrlbe medicine before
Near, by K. Tuskipp-Baritone soloschools in this district and is compethe patient has been examined."
Robert Myers; Album Leaf, by Wagtent to act as chairman of the group
Plan Open Meeting
ner-Wilhelmy; The Swan, by Saint
of judges.
Tentative plans for an open meetSaens; Romance, by Debussy; At
Few Restrictions Made
ing for the discussion of a ~ommis Debate with North Central ColDawning, by Cadman-College Trio.
lege for February Is Postponed
Rules for the contest, as announced,
Miss Isabel McKinney Notes That sion form of government for CharlesMr. Weckel Praises Attendance
Indefinitely.
a~~
s~ch that th~re are ver! few reR. W. Weckel, who directed the proBoth Arts Spring from Human 1ton were made. Persons interested in
stnctwns on entnes. Any high school
Experiences.
discussing
pol'itical
and
social
proogram and musical units featured at
The debate with North Central col- or college student is eligible to enter
lems of today are invited to join the
the last Vesper concert, expresses his
lege
scheduled for Friday• evening, Feb- the contest with as many manuscripts
gratittitude tor the . whole-h~a:t~d re"Some things words can express that group at the next meeting on Februruary
8, has been postponed indefinite- as he chooses. It is permissable to
!':
sponse of the · public to the
pro.-~ painti·ng cann ot , and .some
th'm~s. ary 14.
t
· Imtml
ly
at
the request of North Central. place ~?~e than one manu~rlpt in
11
gram. He Wishes espec_1a Y 0 thank painting expresses that words cannot,"
Several
other requests have ooome in, each diVISIOn. Short story entnes must
the townspeole for therr attendance declared Miss Isabel McKinney, head Open House Program
recently
for postponement of the be limited to 1500 words, while essays
and urges t hem to return to the re- of the En.glish department, in a. talk
scheduled
debates. The schedule as it ~ay be only 400 words long. Book r eBilled
b
y
P
layers
maining three concerts.
before the Art Club Friday evening.
stands
is as follows: Men-Feb- VIew~ must b: of books wh'ich were
now
The program for Sunday, February Her subject concerned the relation of
ruary 21 Shurtleff theroe our negative· ' published dunng the last year. The
4
will
be
announced
in
next
week's
literature
to
art.
•
The
Players
meeting
scheduled
for
2
issue of the News.
The fundamental differences be-l this Thursday evening will be in the Februar; 28, Greenville' here, our af~ poetry manuscripts have n o limitatween art and literature, said l\i!:iss I :fbrm of an open house. Faculty, stu- firmative; March 1, Olivet there, our
(Continued on Page 10)
McKinney, are that the mediums are dents, and friends of the Players are negative; March 19, Eur·eka there, our
Program Is
different, and that painting and sc ,1lp- invited to attend the meeting, which affirmative; March 28, State Normal
Players Are Guests
for T uesday turing are space arts, dealing with will be held in the assembly room at there, our affirmative.
things in space, while prose and po- 8 p . m.
Women - February 28, Greenville
At Normal Production
A special program at EI is
being etry are time arts, dealing with events
Two plays. coached by members of here, our affirmative; March 20, North
planned for t h e observance of Abra- happening in succession.
the Player&, w'ill be presented. The Central there, our negative; March 21,
ham Lincoln's birth anniversary next
Both, however, are arts and deal two plays are "Cinderella Manied," Rosary there, our negative; March 22,
Twelve members of the Players were
Tuesday, February 12, during the with the expression of personal inter- coached by Elizabeth Widger, and DeKalb there, our negative; March 28, guests of thE: Theta Alpha Phi, Na chapel hour.
pretations. Art may take literature "The Boy Will", coached by Agnes State Normal here, our affirmative.
tional Dramatic fraternity at State
,
.
.
Normal University, on Thursday at a
s. E. Thomas, head of the Social for its subject, and art is also a sub- Wo.reland. In addition to the two
The women s affirmatiVe team was t o presentation of the play "If I Were
Science department, will speak on the ject for literature. Mlss McKmney plays, Josephine Thomas will present
have met Olivet negative on March 4, King."
'
subject, "The Local Lincoln Lore." Miss had pictures and qumations of poetry the dramatic skit, "Before Breakfast."
but since that date is the day before
An inspection was made of the cosIsabel McKinney, head ·Of the English to illustrate this point.
registration for the spring quarter it tume departments and make-up rooms
department, will talk on "The Literary
"Perhaps the most important rcla- 'ALL KING'S HORSES ' TO
be impossible to hold it then. T h e used by the cast of the play. T he
Value of Lincoln's Writings." President tion between the two arts," she said,
INVITE COUNCIL GUESTS will
new date has not been flet.
Players also enjoyed a period of reR. G. Buzzard is to speak on the sub- "Is that both spring from some lmAn invitation has been received from laxation in the Student Lounge.
Columns inviting students to the
ject, "Plans' for Acquainting Summer man experiences and serve to illnmthe
Univ•ersity of Illinois to debate
Those attending were Robert Sh iStudent
Council
banquet
to
be
held
in
School Students with the Lincoln inate each other. They reflect the &otheir men's teams in a non-decision ley, director of the Players; Violet
March
have
each
chosen
two
this
week.
1
County of Illinois, Indiana, and Ken- cial structure of the age."
tucky."
Engl'ish majors and members of Sig- In addition, a fifth column , "All t h e debate. The larger colleges are usin g Costello, Ruby Stallings, Gladys \VatFriederick Koch has been selected to rna Tau Delta and the Writer's Club King's Horses" has been chosen t o in - the same question as the sm aller ones kins, Carl Clapp, Dan Morgan, Jan et
for the men's teams.
Bainbridge, J erry Craven, Elizabeth
vite guests .
arrange a musical pr·o gram for the oc- were guests of Art Club.
Covalt, Bercaw O'Hair, Lucile Thomcasion.
·as, and Harold Renfro.

Art Literature
Relationship Is
Art Club Topi·c

ConflictS Prompt
Many Changes in
Deba t e Program I
I
I

Lincoln
Planned

I

TAu nELTs To sPoNsoR
BRONTE FILM WEDNESDAY

Describes Excursion To Shaw Gardens In St. Louis Friday

Well remembered friends from htB y Virginia Cottet Snider
erature will come to life at 4:30 to- 1 A tour ·Dif a big city's places-of-intermonow afternoon at the Lincoln I est can he nothing less than a mad
Theater in the film version of '·Jane scurry from one place to another when
Eyre."
In this story of Charlotte a large group tries to accomplisfi it in
Bronte's confession of a love-starved a day's time, but in all that kaleidolife, Virginia Bruce is the Victorian, scopic hurrying there are things that
banked-embered.
passionate
Jane remain in one's memory beyond all
Eyre.
·others. Each person on the t rip t o St.
Tickets for "Jane Eyre" will be on Louis Friday taken by the Science
sale all day Wednesday at the table club and Botany class will r em ember
in the front hall. S'igma Tau Delta certain things. These are som e t h at I
and the Writer's Club are sponsoring shall remember:
the production here.
T he m isty m ajesty of t h e Mississippi
at grey dawn , and t h e neolit h ic gr andINVITE URBAN A ,S PEAKER eur of the r ailroa d ya.rds . . . . The
thunderous cavern kn own as t h e Union
Robert Sink, managing editor of the Station .... Breakfast, a nd an underUrbana Evening Courier has been in- done egg .... Cyca ds in bloom, cycads
~ted to be the guest s~aker at the frooom Africa a nd Mexico . . . Staghorn
SJgma Delta meeting next Mon day fer ns fr om t h e t ropics . . . . And aerial
evening at 7:30 at the home of Mr. r oots of a t ropical gr a pe vine that
hung twenty feet from the ceiling . . .
anct Mrs. Franklyn L. Andrews.

-

Orchids. I am somewh at in awe of an
orchid. Its mech anism is so wond er ful,
its coloring so t r anscenden t, its per fume so ·e cstatic . . . The Cattleyas,
and a strange yellow orchid, and t h e
Dancin g G irl orchid . . . And t h at
extraordin ary Bum elia, all
brigh t
vermillion a nd purple-blue, but not
an orch id, however . . . .. And ca cti,
some of t h em aut ographed , but other s
in no dan ger of t h at, being am ply
protected fr om vandalism .. .. Only
the Saguaros bear t h e in itials of folk
with a publicity complex . . . . Old
Ma n cacti, all long, gr ey, dish evelled
hair . . . . Barrel ca cti, and those vicious little devils that almost leap out
at one to imbed t h eir terrible bristles
int o unresisting flesh , t o burrow deeper and deeper and deeper, r uthlessly
. . . . The gr eat gloomy coal cellar in
the t unnel beyond the boiler room . .
Papaya fruits, half a mile high . . . .

-

Mud . . . . The great marble fireplace
and m irror in the Shaw home .. . The
library or r are books . . . . The books
whose dimensions are 3x4 feet, with a
weight of sixty pounds, and colored
pictures that are life size and have n ot
fa ded in a hund red years . . . More
mud . . . Street cars . . . St . Louis
backyards . . .
The statue of St. Louis in front of
t h e Art I nstitute .. . The .ociginal of
the J apanese print ent it led "The
Wave ." How I admir e th at picture . .
The gl'leat h all of statues t h at m akes
one wit h er with insignificance in the
pr esen ce of these giants, and of the
gian ts who conceived t h em in stone
and bronze . . . . .
The bird house . . . . The or ni thologist .. . The absurd war-dance of t h e
M.ont ezuman Oropendula, who seemed
(Continued on Page 10)

ROTARY CLUB INVITES
STUDENTS AS GUESTS
The Charleston Rotary club several
weeks ago invited Dean Hobart F .
Heller t o bring a campus leader at EI
as his and the club's guest t o each of
the Tuesday m eetin gs of th e organization. The president of t he Union,
president of the Studen t Council, head
of t h e Dining Service, and president
of t h e senior class have alrea dy been
guests of the group. Mr. H eller plans
t o invite other cam pus leaders from
th e following groups : officers of the
N ews and of t he Warbler, and rem aining class presidents.

TAU DELTS TO MEET
.Sigm a T a u Delta a nd t h e Writer's
club will hold their regular meeting
t his Thursday evening. Time will be
given over chiefly to the reading of
manuscripts.

Wl]r .9llur rtub

vs:

·AShmore ·
TC High
Here Tonight

~nlb

"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID"

Nrws

TC vs. Toledo Hgh
There Friday

~-
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Science Club Spends Day .in St. Louis
COLONEL Visiting Shaw's Botanical Garden; Zoo

TC Instructors Tell About Professional
Experiences for Wee Wonders Feature
Mr. Rothschild Tells of 'Home'

CASHEW

TC Loses in League
Tourney Debut, 43-3

Planned by One Student in His
Classes; Others Contribute.

To be used and appreciated by the
By Betty Lou Bails.
T. C. :High school bowed 'itself out senior c!ass:
(Ed. Note: This week's "Wee
of the Eastern Illinois League tom·naThe guy named Newt was oke they
Wonders" was furnished by the
ment with little ado Thursday A.fterclaim
teachers, and was so good we denoon, losing to Robinson 43 to a. The
'Til a student teacher be became,
cided to make a feature of it.)
locals did not score a field goal, and
Now we hope his bones in brimstone
So, you wouldn't be a school teacher could offer little defense against the
rest
even if you had to? Well, perhaps alert Maroon attack.
B ecause be up and sprung a test.
the teachers have more fun at our exIt was the first and only test for
pense than we realize!
the Blue and Gold. In their disma.l
Things your best friend wouldn't tell
For instance, Mr. Rothschild tells of debut they missed shots repeatedly you: (Warning: if any of these people
an incident that occurred in the dear, I and passed up numerous chances to complain, I will write exactly what
dead days before he became principal make the score more respec table. they say in the n ext issue).
of TC High, when teaching a class Robinson, with a larger, faster quint,
1. If Bill Heinlein were deaf and
in architecture. The assignment was was definitely on edge and hit the dumb what wouldn't we give for a
for each member to bring to class a basket with regularity. Field, Mtl.- straight jacket.
floor plan of his future home. One roon forward, was the leader in Rob2. We wish Max King would let his
ambitious student brought a blue print inson's victory. He tallied seven field hair grow long enough for us to tell
of a jail. "And for all I know, he goals and one free throw. Findley's what color it is. Otherwise, we sugmight be there now," adds the narra- two free throws and Weiland's single gest Maybelline.
tor.
charity toss represented all T. C. scor3. We think Dick Weiland would inMr. Alter appears to have a very in .. ing.
crease his possibilities of a long life if
telligent class-at least whenever visiThe locals were handicapped by th~ he would give up his objectionable
tors are present, all hands are raised absence of Bob King, regular center, habit of flopping people. If you don't
to every question. What's the catch? who is ineligible, having bad four know what I mean, just try tying
Those who know raise their right years of competition.
your shoe in his presence.
hands, those who don't know raise
In the other afternoon g~e Martheir left bands, so teacher knows shall disposed of Paris, 35 to 12. With
Elegy written on the grave of an
whom be may safely call on!
Zschau and Howell hitting frequently, earthworm: "La Cuckoo got cha."
Miss Harris' high school geography the Tigers were outclassed.
class was calculating the position of
The line-ups and summaries:
The Kernel bas received several comthe sun at different times of the year. T. C. High (3)
FG. FT. PF. plaints about a recent issue's item conIn using 23~ degr~e~, many mistakes Day, f ......................................... 0
0
1 cerning a June wedding. In order to
were made m additiOn and subtrac- Carrell, f. .. .............................. 0
0
0 , elevate himself from the ranks of
tion. Miss Harris said, "The trouble Clark, f. .. .................................. 0
0
2 habitual prevericators, he is happy to
with this class is that you can't sub- Adkins, f. ................................ 0
~
0 announce that there are prospects of
tract or add yet." One of the pupils Weiland, c ............................... 0
1
0 a bride and groom in TC and the offer
4 of the best man still goes. What about
she had taught in the sixth grade re- king, g ..................................... 0
0
plied, "But, Miss Harris, you taught McMorris, g. .. ........................ 0
0
0 it, Jack?
1
0
us."
Endsley, g. .... :......................... O
-Signed, The Colonel, 1928 (The
2
Miss Wilkin: "What does Shylock Mirus, f . .................................... 0
0
year of the big pop-off.)
mean when he calls Antonio a ''frown- F"indley, g ................................. 0
2
1
ing publican?"
Field, f. .. .................................. 7

1

1

Another time, Miss Wilkin asked the
meaning of the word taciturn. The
pupil answered, "Reserved." When
asked to use it in a sentence, he replied, "Our seats for the play are taciturn."
Miss Ellington recalls an amusing
incident when Wayne Cooper placed
thumb tacks on the chair of the boy
reciting. "When he sat down," she
remembers, "it was made unpleasant
for him." Then we remember when
Howard Moore was giving a report on
George Rogers Clark, and just as
George arrived at Fort Detroit, a little black cat in the window cheered,
"Meow!" Miss Ellington held kitty
and Howard and George Rogers Clark
won the battle.

Graves, f. .. .............................. 1
Keane, f. .. .....: .......................... 2
McCrane, f ............................. 2
Ford, c. .. .................................... 1
Lane, c. .. .................................. 1
Bowland, g. .. ............................ 0
Martin, g . ................................ 1
Sanders, g ............................... 1
Cumpis, g ................................. 2

0
3
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

1
0
1
.1
1
1
0
1
1

Totals ..................................18

7
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HOLMES BARBER
SHOP
FIVE CHAIRS-NO WAITING
~

......
.

I

Southwest Comer
Square

_---------------!

.__.._..

Why Not Tune in a Wonderful Program

·~

-with a New 1935 Stewart- Warner Radio on these long, cold Winter
nights, and really enjoy a full evening in your easy chair? StewartWarner Radios have that fine, natural tone that you will enjoy. Let
us show you a Real Radio.

C. W. HUCKLEBERRY & SON

Government Class
Holds Convention

STEWART-WARNER DEALERS

+l-ll-ll-ll-llll-lll"-'lfi- III- II- 11- MII- 11- II- II- III- III- II- 111- MII - II- III- MI- II- II- III.- II-II-II-all-ll-lll-ll-11-ala.- aa-tii- 11-II-JI- I+
Will Rogers for President
and
Frances Shafer for Vice-President!
The present senior economics class
+a- II- II- II- ID-MI-II- MI- SII- III- NK- MII - U
n-+I-11-II-II-11-JI-II-II-1111-II-III-YI- IIII- .+ •- aa- aa- II- II- II- 11- II- 11- II- 11-II- DI-+
bade farewell to the study of government at a N~tional Conve~tion of Phones: Office, 126; Residence, 715
DR. W. B. TYM
Office
1148
the Democratic P arty durmg class
J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
DENTIST
1
DENTIST
period Monday. Hugh McMorris actEye,
Ear,
Nose
and
Throat
•
•
ed as cba'irman, arid M arguerite Sunlfours: 8 to 12--1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
derman gave the keynote speech.
People's Drug Store Bldg.
Charleston National B ank Bldg.
other nominations for the presiCharleston, Ill.
Charleston, Ill.
' Phones: Office, 476; Residence, 762
dency and vice-presidency were Al
Smith and Huey Long;
Goveirnor +•-••-••-••-••-••- l•-••-••-•u-••-••-••- tfe•-••-••-••-••-•u-at~-••-••-••-•"-•"-••-·--- -a• - •t>-all-11-••-••-••--•-••-••-••-••-•+
Ritchie and Marjorie Titus; M argaret
DR. 0. E. BITE
DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
Morris and Franklin D. Roosevelt;
DENTIST
f DR. WILLIAM M. SWICKARD
a nd other such well known perOPTOMETRIST
iOffice Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 A.M. and
sonages.
1st National Bank Bldg.
• 2:00 to 6:00 and 7:00 to 9:00 P. M.
Loud clapping as well as boos and
Alexander Bldg.
1
•
•
60 41L
,-= Sixth S t .
Office Hours: 8-12-1-5
hisses by the student teachers ~dde d
North Side of the Square
Phones: Office, 30; Res. C. D. S. 770:
Phones: Office, 350; Res. 629
greatly to the effect.
Res. W. M. S., 132

I

~

I

1

1

!

.~
!

I

11

.1
i1
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Wee Wonders

I

CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS

.

Did you h ave a good time :-tt the

Virginia Bruce, appearing irt the title role of "Jane Eyre" at the Lincoln
Theater tomorrow afternoon at 4:30,
(I'll see you there!) boasts of a famous ancestry. Two of her ancestors
were presidents of the United States,
Presidents Harrison and McKi.nley,
while a secretary of the treasm·y and
a general on Washington 's staff were
also among her forbears.

Patronize the News advertisers.

I have heard it said that too many
of us consider our teachers as ''the
sacred cows of the academic bamyard." We hold them in our minds
as gr"im-visaged automatons driving, or
trying to drive, some useless subjects
into our brain cells. Few of us C0nsider that these subjects may be things
8 essential to us in later life. Try io
think of your teacher as a key to
something new, not a ball and cha in
around your ankle.
-Donald A. Alter.

OBLONG W INS LEAGUE
President's Ball?
TOURNAMENT CROWN Frances Shafer, "After I h ad taken
Oblong high school is the new
champion of the Eastern Tlli.nois
League tournament.
By _decisively
whipping Marshall in the finals hy a
23 to 10 score, Oblong copped its first
League title in five years. The ?3eckmen won the tourney after rolling up
some of the highest scores in history.

All a board for St. Louis! At four
o'clock Friday morning the Nic:tle
Plate rolled out of Charleston. One
of the new air-conditioned cars contained forty-five T. C. Science Club
members and several college students
from Mr. Stover's botany class. Both
Mrs. Stover and Mr. Cavins act.ed as
chaperons for the high school group.
Shaw's Garden was the first point
of interest during the morning. He:e
two guides were provided. Although
there was not a special orchld exhibit,
there was a small collection of the
various types.
After viewing lemon, pawpaw, and
orange trees in the gTowing proce.:;s
one youth in his excitement shouted,
"Oh look at that pineapple up in the
tree." Incidentally it was a grapefruit.
Following this the group visited M.r.
Henry Shaw's home and mausoleum.
The Jefferson Memorial was the
next spot of 'interest. Here, the group
saw the thousands of Lindbergh trophies.
Lunch was served at the Art Mu·
seum. Immediately following this, the
students were taken around the rooms
by guides, who discussed and pointed
out the most interesting paintings
and statues.
Probably the most enjoyable e•tent
of the day was the visit to the zoo.

Maxine Engle, a senior, is serving
her flrst year on the Blue and Gold
staff. Although her contributions are
"Wee," her ability is great.
Frances Durgee, another senior, has
almost reached the class of old veterans. Frances bas stuck by the News
for four years. In the present sea son, she has been haunted by the
calendar, which she bas
cleverly
cban,ged from a column of mere facts
to a newsy bit of chatter.
Oh, where would we be without our
funny man? Marguerite Sunderman
has turned her ability to this field.
Last term, she faithfully wrote "Cuekoo" but now, realizing her dut y to
the senior dignity, she has had the
column head changed.

~

GAA Will Sponsor
Ping Pong Tourney I
On Wednesday, January 30, the G
A A held a meeting for the purpose
of deciding all the details concerning
the coming ping pong tournament a.nd
"open house" meeting.
The tournament will begin in about
two weeks, and any high school girl
who knows the correct serve is eligible. The winner will challenge any
high school boy and perhaps some outsiders. Nearly fifteen girls have signed up already, and President Gertrude
Foltz is urging the others to do so as
soon as possible.

"The Patsy," a three act play by
Barry Conners, has been definitely
chosen to be the senior class production for this year. It is a comedy of
middle class life, and depicts
the
stru ggle of a young girl and her father against her mother and older Bis-

Additional Members
Of Staff Introduced

ic~ttnrialltt:
~

All-Day Trip by Club in Com.
pany with College Botany
Class Is Enjoyed on Friday.

The cast is made up of six chara.cters. Mr. Harrington, the father, 'is a
humorous, sympathetic character who
realizes that ~atricia is imposed upon
by Mrs. Harrmgton and Gra.ce, the
1 older daughter.
Tony and B11ly are
~he "~,eroesl' . Mrs. Harrington p.. ~s
weepy and unple~ant, and Grac~ IS
cold and overbe~mg except when
she wants something.
Tryouts were held yesterday, and
an announcement of the cast will be
made next week on this page.
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"The Patsy' Chosen
For Seniors' Play

ter.
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Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Office and Residence
in three or four in M attoon, I deci.dPhones: Office 218; Res. 160
501 Jackson St.
ed I had had a very jolly time."
Phone 12
Gertrude Foltz, "Grand! They SF!id
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Bobby Sunderman, "Ob indeed. I
Corner 6th and Van Buren
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
•
G .. B. DUDLEY, M. D.
j
went with the presiden t."
Physician and Surgeon
Linder Bldg.
Bill Heinlein, "Rosey sent my s3cre511lh
Jackson
Street
tary an invitation, but I know he was
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Office Hours: 8:30-12; 1-5:30; 7-9
disappointed when I couldn't go. '
Phone 440
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Maxine Engle, "I'm going to wait
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until n ext year, and give him a ~ur 
•
Est. 1903
prise party all his own.' ~
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Linder Bldg.
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Phone 77
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Recreation Committee Releases Social Calendar
'

Dates for Social Affairs Are Decided At
Meeting; Schedule Headed with Dances
Meeting of Committee wit h Or ganization Representatives Results in Forming Calendar.

•

··----

Party Given T hursday
For Mrs. L. W . Bucher

Valentine Decorative Scheme to Prevail
For Phi Sig- Pem Hall
Dance on Friday
D orothy Lewman
B en McMillan
.....
....
attend ed the EI L eague tournament
Thursday evening.
Chili Supper Given
IByr?n
Dunbar ~ill Play for MidEvelyn K eith was a visitor in D ewinter Semi - formal; Many
.
Social News in Hues
and

By J ou;rnah sm Group

catur Sunday.
Alumni Are Expected.
Donna
Smith,
Lola
Hawk
ins
and
1
Member s of Sigma Delta, journalDecorations in keeping with the
The first draft of the EI social calMrs. C . P. !Lantz, 1021 Sixth street, Gerald McNeal were guests of Dorothy
endar was released by the Recreation entertained Thursday evening for the Armes in Matt·oon Wednesday. W hile istic society, held a chili supper Mon- Valentine's Day spirit will be used at
comm'ittee after the meeting
with I pleasure of her daughter Mrs William there they attended the President's day evening, January 28, at the home the Pemberton H all-Phi Sigma Epsiof Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L. Andrews. lon Semi-forma l to be given in the
campus organization representatives
' . ·
BaJ.l.
last Monday to establish a non-eon- L. Bucher, Jr., of Columbia, Pa., who
Gene Widger, atten din g the U. of F ollowing the supper several accounts Hall parlors Friday night, according
meting schedule of social events. Jay is visiting here for two weeks. Four I., visited friends and relatives in of trips taken by various members of to members of the two committees in
the group were given. Lea.llyn Clapp charge of the dance. Dancing t o the
B. MacGreg·O•r , chairman of the com- tables of bridge were in play during Charleston last week.
mittee, states that the calendar is st ill the evening. High scores were held
Evelyn Hallowell, Marie W eber, told of a trip to California, Alexander music of Byron Dunbar's orchestra
tentative. Several organizations may
Tyron Huber and Harold Griffith at- S ummers of trips to New York and will start at 9:30 and continue until
be forced to withdraw their events. by Miss Kathryn Walker, Miss Mar- tended the President's Ball in Mat- New O rleans, John Wyeth of a trip one. It is to be a private dance, open
The Recreation corrun'ittee feels that garet McCarthy, Miss Josephine Thorn- toon Wednesday evening.
to Quebec, B ercaw O'Hair of a trip only to present and former Hall resithe present calendar is too heavy t o as and Miss Margaret Irwin. Mrs.
Bill Sunderman, GeoTge Wyeth, to New York, Grace Kortum of a Wis- , den ts a nd their guests, t o present and
meet with success, financially or oth- Bucher was presented with a gift as George Stiff, Max Bisson, and Jack consin trip, and Roy Wilson of a tour alumni m embers of Phi Sigma Epsilon,
.and to faculty members.
erwise, to the sponsors. The tradi- guest of honor. At the close of the Bisson, who are attending the Uni- through the East.
tional events will be given preference evening a dessert course was served.
versity of Illinois, visited friends at
Mr. Andrews supplemented the acThe invited chaperons for the evecounts
with
.additional
details,
inasning
include: President and Mrs. R.
over other affairs.
Besides the hostess, Mrs Bucher and EI last week.
~uch
as
he
h
a
d
visited
each
place
I
G.
Buzzard,
Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn
Organizations lea;ders showered UJe , Miss Na;talie Lantz, the guests were:
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Vole, former EI
L. Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. Kevin J.
committee with requests for dances, I Mrs. Herbert Ikp.ayan, Misses Joseph- students, visited in Charleston last discussed.
Members who had charge 9f the Guinagh, Mr. and Mrs. Hobart F.
most of them of formal naf:ure. In a ll, ine Thomas, Margaret Irwin, Eliza- week-end . . . Lucile Grabowski acfourteen dances are scheduled for the beth Irwin, Bobby Wyeth, Harriet cepted a position in the Lincoln school chili supper were: Ruby Stallings, Heller , and Miss Nathile McKay.
remainder of the year. Five of them Tate, Martha Berkley, Kathryn Walk- in Decatur for the remainder of the Ruth Clapp, Florence Cottingham and
Committee members report that reare billed as formals. There are six er, Margaret McC'arthy, Helen Purl, year . . . Rolland Lorton, former EI June Hughes.
plies from alumni indicate that a
consecutive week-ends
on
.\'Jh'ich Maxine Harrod, Shirley Harrod, Mary student, now ~ttending Purdue Unilarge number of former students will
dances are scheduled.
Bear, Emma Ball and Mrs. Bernard versity, was a week-end caller in
be present for the dance.
The complete but tentative calen- · Rose of Knoxville, Tenn.
Charleston . . . Jack Kincaid left last
H elen Haughton of Pemberton Hall
dar is as follows:
week for an extended visit in Florida.
and Glen Cooper of Phi Sigma Epsi. . . Ernestine King has agreed to fill
lon are co-chairmen of the dance.
For the month of February: 8-Phi
Formal initiation of the Fidelis club
a teaching vacancy in the Urbana
Sigma Epsilon-Pemberton Hall Midschool system . . . Ernestine Bush was pledges took place il_l the East Music
I~VITE FA rLTY TO TEA
winter Semi-formal; 23 - Women's
~
~
_ J_
a week-end visitor in Carmi . . . room Thursday evemng at 7:30. The 1
League and Men's Union Open House.
Aileen
Helton
spent
the
week-end
in
following men were initiated: Gera.ld I Invitations have been sent t o cJl
The spir'it of St. Patrick will preFor the month of March: 3- Regis - vail at the Home Economics-Industrial Champagn . . . Lloyd Carruthers was McNea~, Otho Quick,. James Robert- \ members of the faculty to a t tend the
tration dance; 8 - Campus Leaders Arts club dance, March 15. The com- in Neoga this week-end . . . Ed. Gal- ~on, and C:harles Austm. A short b~ls- Valent ine Tea at the H all on SunBanquet; 13-W AA Open House; 15- mittee, of which Earl Lucier is cha,ir- breath from the University of Illinois mess meetmg was held after the m- day February
10 from 5 to 7 p m
Industrial Arts-Home Economics St. man, decided on a St. Patrick's Day was the guest of Jane Zimmerman itiation. Plans for the Fidelis Formal
'
'
· ·
dance were discussed.
Patrick's Dance; 22-Players Forml:ll; dance. Decorations and enterta.in- last week.
F. E . BARNES, M.D. D. 0.
Following· the meeting Jay B. Mac- 1
30- Country Life Club dance.
I ment will be in keeping with the St.
OSTEOPATH
Gregor, faculty adviser, entertai n ed
For the month of April: 5-l''ide1is Patrick's spirit. Mr. Lucier report,s
Phones
526-194
club members with a smoker at his
Formal; 6- Art Club Dance; 26- Wo- that a floor show will be included in
home on Fourth st reet.
1
Rooms 5-6-7, Mitchell Block
men's League Formal; 27- Pemberton the program.
Charleston, Ill.
Dean H. F. Heller, former Fidelis
Hall-Panther Lair Carnival; 27-High
Mr. Lucier has received bids from
School Press Convention and Ban- several orchestras, but the selection
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat.
Dignified Kadelpians were subjected adviser, was a guest.
quet; High School Rountable.
will not be made for two weeks.
to a program of farce in the reception
For the month of May: 3-Sigma
room Monday evening. It all happen- LEAG1 E BRIDGE PLAY
Delta Sunrise Prom; 3- Ba.nd and
ENTERS THIRD WEEI
ed because the trusting hono·r stuOrchestra picnic ; 6-W AA B anquet;
For
dents placed the evening's entertain10-Gleee Club Dance; 11-Sophomore
ment in the hands of the new memJ osephine Novotny and Jeanette
Beauty's Sake
picnic; · 12- Women's League Mother's
bers.
Rosene are leading in the br'idge tourDay Teaa; 15-Players Banquet; 17Manipulating Massage Sha mpoo
The Polygons- Unit five of the
Headed by Loren Barnett, the in- . namen t sponsored by the Women's
Phi Sigma Epsilon Formal; 18-~ea League-met for a chili supper and itiates decided to depart from the cus- League and being held each Saturday
P ersonality Hair-dress
!)lnce-Pemberton Hall; 24--Juruor- " Goop" party Wednesday evening at tomary type of program and introduce afternoon. Six tables are in play. SatScalp Treatments
Facial Treatments
Senior Banquet and _se~ior Dance; the Lincoln Inn. The girls furnished a bit of humor. Each member was re- urday's play marked the third week
Manicuring
Z5-Women's League Picnic.
their own program including " Goop" quired to draw a slip of paper with a of the tournament. Rose Marie MeLash and Brow Dyeing
gaw
is
chairman
of
the
affair.
manners and the reading of some topic written -o n it. He then was rePermanent Waving
Cosmetics- Boyer Products
" Goop" verses. They concluded the quired to make a one-minute speech
meeting by singing the Polygon song on the subject.
How many times have you wished
written by Wanda Lee L o.rton, member
What if such frivolous topics as the
for
a good picture?
of the group.
comparative values of pie stretchers
Determined that the failure
to
and left-handed monkey wrenches were
Let a combination sittin g supply
bring a "Big Ttme" dance ba nd to EI
The Shawns Unit Six of the Wo- discussed? The Kadelpians were on
your n eed for applications and a
will not rest on its shoulders, the Stu- men's League met at 14I5 seventh furlough.
portrait for your family.
dent Council has discarded its first street Tuesday evening at 7 :30. NinePhone 1501
815 Monroe
money raising scheme and has turned teen members were present.
to another. President Gerald Ro:yer,
Plans were made for a Valentine I
8
U
Sanders S t udio
Marguerite Armstrong
presented a petition a sk'ing tha t 200 party and pot-luck supper to be held
Phone 283
611 Sixth St.
Anna J. Lang, Lois Weathers
names be signed to guarantee a ttend- in February.
ance at the dance at Tuesday's COUllAfter the business meeting, playing
The Business and Professiona l \V'ocil meeting.
of games and dancing were the main men's Club of Charleston will spanThe petition r ead as follows: "The diversions. Refreshments were served sor a d a nce in the Ch!Ullber of ComStudent Council is putting forth a by the hostesses.
merce hall on Thursday evening, Febgreat effort to get an orchestra here
ruary 14. Part of the proceeds 'vill
Give Her a Nice Heart-Shaped Box of
from Chicago. If 200 couples at $ 1
go toward the Educational fund, which
a couple will sign below, the dance
has been established to help some de- '
Johnston Candies
can be given. In order to ~ake a n
1 serving girl through colle.ge. This club
accurate survey we would llke
to
is helping one student at EI th'is year.
Corner Confe c t ione r y
.
have Your name if you would . j:),tt:md
.
Florence Wood president of the Wotype"
Approxrm"tely
'
Phone 81
0 f th'
d
a ance
lS
.
·
. . ~..
men's L eague, announces that the
Patronize the News advertisers.
50 have been affixed . to t~e pentlon., Adamless dance, planned for February
Orchestras under . consider.atwn
for
Sh
c th.e 14, h as b een cancelle d . Th'1s h as b een
dance arde MaurieR
erman,
orey made necessary because of a shortage 1
B AND BOX DRY CLEANING
Lynn an Danny
usso.
.
1
.
·
t
b
f
m
s
i
·
s
of
funds
and
a
congestiOn
on
the
s·o·,
.
.
If a suff1c1en num er o na e
O d orless-No F ading
· d t o th e pe t•t·
- s c1al calendar. The League will sponSJgne
1 1011, d ef'IDi·te pJan
.
N o Shrinking
sor
some
other
feature
type
of
social
.
.
will be rnade t o s t age the d ance the
day before the Easter vacation.
affair later In the year.
KIND T O Y OUR CLOTHES
Plans for the proposed
Campus
- Leader's Banquet were furthered with FACULTY ~1EMBERS ARE
You'll be surpr ised at t he large stocks and the quality we
Sunshine Laundry
the appointment of the
following
HALL DINNER GUESTS I
have.
E very item of high grade and guaranteed to be satisP HON E 397
committee: Program committee, Vance
factory.
E verything f or t he girl.
Boswell and James Evers;
Ticket
Faculty guests at Pemberton Hall's .__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.,
HOSIERY
COATS
committee, Ben Edman and Walton Sunday dinner were Mr. and Mrs . •- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Morris; Menu committee.
Walton Guinagh, Miss Anna Morse, Miss Grace
DRE SSE S
UNDERWEAR
Morris and Emma Jea n Duff.
Geddes, Miss Clara Attebery and Mrs.,
DRESS GOODS
SPORTS WEAR
N EW GROCERY AND
The date for the S tudent Council I Nelle F. Cooke.
1
HATS
MUSIC
midnight show was set for February 1
j
MARKET

I

Four Are Initiated
Into F'idelis Group

Practical Arts Group
Plans St. Patrick Hop

l

I

Staid Kadelpians Are
Betrayed by Initiates

Polygons Introduce
New Game of 'Goop'

I

Council Shifts Plans
For Financing Dance

M o dern

I

W

I

Beauty Shop

' Cl b PI
Omen
anS
For Benefit Dance

F O R V ALENTINE

L

H It PI
eague a s ans
For Adamless Dance

Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store
WELCOMES YOU!

I
I

I

22·

Halibut Liver 0~1 Capsules, 50 in box
-89c-Walgreen system drug store-North side square.

MORE SOCIETY ON PAGE 10

OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to render service
at all times. E x pert .. operator.

We always have a complete line
of Fresh Fruit and Vegetables at
Reasonable Prices
CHARLESTO N
FRU IT S TORE
Phone 531

L a wyer's Grocery
\

1020 L in coln St.

Phone 1478

ALEXANDER'S

"WATCH FOR THE 1935 FORD V-8 CARS"

McA·RTHUR MOTOR SALES
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Upon Getting Most Out of Best
of Our Equipment

The Soap Box

PICTORIALS-

Shall convention make way for need ~ The quesStudents and faculty members
One of Mr. Cottingham's major endeavors
tion r efuses fair answer until framed in specific are invited to clamber upon the
this year will be exposed to the public soon in
terms. In other words, then, shall EI realize the
soap box a.ndJ give vent to their
the form of the annual News Literary Supplefullest b enefits of the auditorium~ A proposal has
opinions on anything printed m
ment. He is executive editor of the project,
just lately arisen which calls :for a thorough investi- the News, problems around school,
which will animate itself into print on :B,ebgation of this room's purpose and disposition. One or national topics which may have
ruary 19. Mr. Cottingham is extremely anxa bearing on colleges. Please limit
of our faculty members has suggested that seats
ious for a large number of entries, especially
letters to 150 words. All communib e taken up in the assembly room, put on removable
since an extra division has b een added this
cations must bea.r the signature of
strips of wood, and the room itself u sed for dances the writer. The News assumes no
year. Prizes for winning essays are being ofand other such assemblages. The gymnasium, h e responsibility for opinions expressed
fered, in addition to ''rewards'' for short
believes-as does everyone else- is inadequate for in this column.
stories, poetry, and book reviews. The use of
better dances; Pemberton Hall, rightly enough,
the word '' reward'' in this connection props
up a little drama : "Wanted-by the authoridoes not like to see its parlors abused by non-memCharges!-Retaliations!
ber dances week in and week out. Occasionally, of Dear Editor:
ties of the News ! Four notorious fugitives .
course, the Hall is happy to play hostess.
If the News really has ambiti·ons toRe\vard in each case. Of course, the fugitives
One student has suggested that I ndustrial Arts ward doing constructive work, will it
must be alive ! '' At least, Harold Cottingham
students b e recruited to remove seats from their please induce Mr. Cottingham to hang
has rounded up a posse to hunt down t h e litr
esent
moorings
and
place
them
on
wood
strips.
a
Student
Directory
on
the
school
erary fugitives-and h e says that you will
P
telephone?
never see s uch a collection of r epresentative
With the aid of government and state relief workThe lack has been aggTavating to
specim.e11s
as w ill appear in our Supplem ent
ers the task could be accomplish ed in a short time. more than
this
year.
- One Reader.
With the profusion of dances-many of w hich must
And will the users kindly leave it ROGUE 'S GALLERYbe larae to defray expenses- it will b e n eces ary
that some large hall be available. The auditorium there after we do? The last orne was
Even with our new social calendar, we are not
is more uitable for dances than one might think; stolen.-Leally'n Clapp.
sure we are satisfied. Inspect it. Dances, dance ·
it platform i ideal :for a bandstand; its acoustic
- practically n othing else- and all expensive ones.
are bett r than either the gymna ium or the Hall's
Speaking of Sponsors
'l'he Recreation committee is undoubtedly w ise in
Dear Soap Box:
arlors.
P
Why can't some of the ·ocr:ganizations Ja belling it ''tentative.'' 'l,here should, we believe,
'rhe expen e of the project should not .be. pro- which sponsor so many movies, dances, be a better balance between our finance and fun.
hibitive. It might even be met by appropnatlng a and so forth sponsor a college lunch- None too liberally supplied with money as it is,
per cent of profits from ensuing dances. At any · room located in the building? This students will find it embarrassing to meet financial
rate, the proposition has been placed b efo:·e the wou:d be a very convenient arrange- obligations of the new calendar. Better a few
admini tration and an answer is expected 1n the m:>ut for students on cold days and af- ctances suited to our means than m any designed
near :future.
1 ford occasional relief to tired light for social garishness.
housekeepers. It would be a g·ood
money
making proposition for the or- SNAPSHOTSI
I
I~-.:_"~
Reclaiming Our Lost Art
''
'"~
ganization, too.
We've got it! Q-ertrude Stein gets h er
It i quite po ible that orne of our readers will
-G. M. E .
stuff from perusing telephone directories
uppres omething uggesting a polite yawn at
Guess we'll have t o have some more J. P . R.
what we are about to propose. Certain features of
Slips That Pass All Right
reviews to ''buoy'' up the Soap Box . . .
the propo al, however, make us willing- even arix- Dear Soap Box:
Amazed- at least surprised- at the number of
iou - to hazru.·d such a r eception.
How do you like this? "That's just
tudents who r ead Lee L ynch's ''Stray
We yearn :for the revival of a eustom which dom- too ducky", was Carl Cooper's reply to
Notes.'' Since it is n ecessarily written chiefly
the English teacher's question as to
inated the mauve decade, those celebrated ''gay how he liked a poem. The English
for Charleston interest, one would hardly
ninetie , '' viz., bicycling. Too many students are teacher's tongue protruded slight1y
think that our students from other localities
prone to walk everywh ere they go, wasting time, between her teeth; in other words she
should find it of such interest. Since it is local,
shoe leather, and an infinite amount of ener gy, with stuck out her tongue at Cooper; tllen
there is small chance of it being syndicated.
never a thought about b ettering their l ot. Of seeing she had done the wrong thing,
Ch arlest onians should be interested to l earn
cour e, all of you have entertained the idea of a car, said "I don't believe that is the corthat Lee may write a history of Charleston
rect adjective, Mr. Cooper." .Oettt)r
from the years 1870 to 1934 ... Students in a
but in mo t instances such a though t is too r emote watch out, t eachers, you might slip
even to approach plau ibility. But a bicycle- that's as did Miss Litchfield.
m id-western university have named one of
differ ent. Mo t all of u can afford one of those.
B. F. L. T.
their professors ''Blue Boy' '- character in
And the idea is not only practical. It also harbors
(Best Fun in Long Time)
Will Rogers' p icture 'State Fair'- because h e
is a "prize bore."
a romantic el ement which i not to b e overlooked.
n e the p l an gets well under way there won't be
?ur Blessed Children!
+•_,._,,_,._,._,._,._,._,._,,,_.,_.,_,._.,_,._.,_.,_,._,+
C
•
'·
·
Dear Editor:
Will you please tell me why the in- ~ l
m any co-ed s wh? Wlll be able to. r e 1St the ch evall.er
TT
who draw up 1n front of their homes and dls- structors at EI are given more library
mount by rearing the front wheel skyward. Popu~ privileges than the student?
Surely
lar too will be the young man who can afford a it isn't because they are more reliable +•-••-••-ut~-••-••-~~•-••-••-•~t••-•n-••-••-••-••-••-••-••-•+
'
'
. .
tandem, what with spring term and the early plCmc in their habit of returning books and
ea on a scant three weeks away. But girls should magazines.
TEN YEARS AGO
not r el y too much upon the m en to furnish tanI have been. asking f·o-r a magazine
Week of February 2-9
dems. '!'hey doubtless will be a hard model to find, ever since the holidays. One instructor
.
has it yet-and has been written twice
Football sweater s were distributed during
and we wouldn't want t h e plan to go haywire over about it. Still, when I go in the librar- Tuesclay 's chapel hour.
o trivial a matter. Let the girl s h ave t h eir own ian says, "So and So" still has it. If
The Teach er s College News was publish ed and
machine .
we students keep out a book or maga- dated as a Monday issue.
Will the Ea tern illinois L eague of Wheelmen
Millikin defeated t h e Lantzm en by a 34 to 25
(Continued on Page 7)
be our nex t new EI club ~ Ah,
.. we can onl y wonder.
SCOl'e .
ONE YEAR AGO
Our Best Answer- Questions
Wisdom and Words
W eek of February 6-13
What are you gettin g out of college~ What are
"If
indeed
thy
heart
were
right,
then
D ePauw ran wil d in the second half to defeat
you getting out of college that will h el p you wh en
to
thee
a
mirwould
every
creature
be
the
Panthers, 55 to 32.
you get out of college Y What are you gettin g out ror o0f life, and a book of holy docNormal
B squad defeated the Panther r eserves,
of coll ge that will h el p YOUY What are you get- trine."- Thomas A. Kempis.
tino- out of college that will h elp us- t h e stu den t
"Art is called art simply because it 32 to 31.
It is announced that t h e date for summer
body ~ What are you gettin g out of college that is not nature." - Goethe.
sch
ool has been advanced one week.
will h elp the college? What are you getting out of Three winsome words- rakish- dash1rs. lVIarthel Rennels won t h e short story concollege that will h elp humanity1 W e say, what are ing, showy; morose- sullen; impingeto
encroach.
te
t
in the News Literary feature.
you getting out of college Y

I

l

in Germany. Mr. Heinden says that
"the success of the Nazi movement is
due to causes rather than to its aims."
More about diplomacy-The Amer·
ican Diplomatic Game by Drew Pearson and Constantine Brown (Doubleday, Do-ran, and Company, $3.00) is a
revealing record of ill-fated efforts to·
wards world peace from behind the
diplomatic screen. This book is written by two journalists who specialize
in international affairs and is, therefore, a highly realistic history of
American foreign policy since the conclusion of the anti-war pact in 1928.
They have produced a clear account of
the leading diplomatic events of the
past years, which gives an insight into
the character of many of the leading
players upon the diplomatic stage and
reveals a number o~ hitherto unknown
incidents in recent negotiations.
Charles Scribner's Sons report that
Herbert Hoover's The Challeng·e to
Liberty is now in its one hundred
tenth thousand.
Forthcoming books, to be published
in March are: fiction, Grandsons, bY
Louis Alamic (Harper); A Man Called
Cervantes by Bruno Frank (Viking
Press) ·, Love .Am.ong the Ruins, by Elmer Davis (Bobbs - Merrill)~ The
Eleventh Hour, by J. S. Fletcher
(Knopf) ; The Hill of Lies, by Heinrich Mann (Dutton) ; and Ripeness is
All, by Erik Linklater (Farrar and
Rinehart) and non-fiction, The United
States: 1830-1850, by Frederick Jackson Turner (Holt) ; Stalin, by Henri
Barbusse (Macmillan) ; Women on
Their Own, by Dr. Olga Knopf (Little
Brown) ; and Queen Victoria, by E. F:
Benson (Longmans, Green).
Doubleday, Doran and Company has
just received the first part of Leon
Trotsky's life of Lenin, which it will
IJUblish as soon as the work is completed. It is being translated by Max
Eastman, who also translated Trotsky's
History of the Russian Revolution.
Eastman says that he believes this is
Trotsky's most poised and brilliant
work, not only a vivid close-up of
Lenin, but also an explanation o-f the
whole Russian revolutionary movement
on its psychological or personal side.

+-

Ma- an-••-••-••-n_..,--••-••- ••- n-•+

IThe Elephant's Child I
+•-••-••-•~t-••-••-••-••-••-u•-••-••-~+

How do you manage to get along
with yourself?
James Linder '38-I get along swell
by listening to Sockler's free advice.
Edwin Galbreath '36- I bribe me.
Ruth Clark '37 - I do what my
brother doesn't.
Irene Whitacre '37 - I don't, I get

with my room-mate.
Ul!Gter u n der the B rz•dge 'i along
Paul Cooper '37- It's simple.
nore myself as well as others.

I

ig-

George Henry '36- I have to. Nobody
else will.
Gerald Lively '38- Very simple. I eat
Grape-Nuts.
Lloyd Carruthers '35-Maybe I do
not.
Evelyn Carruthers '38- I'm ::mre I
don't.
Howard Ballard '35 - I don't have
anyone to get along with so I use myself.
Bernice Stoll '37 - That's just iJle
trouble-! don't.
FlGris Collins '37 - I remember my
mother's advice, "Don't let your temper get away with you."
Dale Wingler '36- (I hope!) - I'm
very good natured.
Norma Perry '38- It's a puzzle to
me, too.
Clara Barber '35- You guess.
John Ritchie '36-Ask Clara.
Enter the N ews Literary Contest!
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Eminent J. p. Weed
Relegated to Limbo
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I Twenty-One Jays Present . . . .

j

.I

A // The

The Labyrinthe a nd L ackadaisical
Per ennial P eregrin ations of Horace Q.
1
' 'This, Partner, Is Our Trick"
Phethers.
j
•
A drama b y R . U . Knutsorami
+•-u- •.-••- •t-•e-•.-.:.-.e-e.-a-•.-•e-••- ••- ••- a•- ••- ••- a•- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••- ••-+ Glossary:
i
Horace Q. Phethers-part of the title
COLSEYBUR OBSERVES T HAT S OME G ET Discu sses Te.ach er P lacement
+ •- ••- ••- ••- ••- - -•e-cl- lll- 11- aa- ••- ••- a•- a.-M»- I M- tltr- ,N- n•- ••- "•- ••- ••- •t:- la-+
Ron J. Saul Weed-a gentleman
JOBS AND SOME DO NO T
This column plans to conduct an
Infanta Pachyderma-instrument of
The next best thing t o getting a j ob is to
EI-wide
poll. (sotto voce: Isn't t hat
the
inquisiti·on
get your teacher to say nice things abou t you .
right,
Editor?
Editor's Note: If it's
Dogberry
Hence,
Stooge
Venry,
and
Come what will then, you will always be welnot,
who'll
know
the differ·ence? ) This
Peony
Sperbeau
-actor,
actor
and
accome at EI. If you're ·a ble t o show your crepoll
is
modeled
after
the Literary D i torine, respectively.
dentials, at least they won't h a ul you in for
gest's
bean
poll,
which
is sweeping the
Ax I .
vagrancy. In these days one may b e "an it in country.
It
poses
three
vital proposierant teacher on t our" and still preserve his
Scene 1 - The spring house of a
tions.
To
indicate
your
sentiments,
"status quo." Not since the Civil War has "status
country estate of 4,000 acres. The curcheck
(X) one or all of the following:
quo" been so important. If there's one thing
tain rises on J . Saul Weed who is
1. Change the name of this column
you should get out of college, it is "status quo."
'churning.
He is a long spare man
P&OF. COLSEYBUR
to Twenty-one Brays.
No matter how much you know, or how good
with a jutting chin. He is sitting in a
you are, you are nothing without "status quo." Hence, I urge you, one and all, chair, all f9ur legs ·Of which rest upon
2. Have Ole Poker Face pass again.
He is getting set too often.
to get your "status quo" sheets filled out just as soon as possible. In the words the floor of the spring house.
He
brushes back a hair that is out of place
3. Fill this page with advertising,
l""""m"""""w""llli""""""lll"lll!"'"""lll"llllll!l""nnmn""""'"""lllllll!l!illlllllllllllllll'"!!ll"""""'"!l!l" and soliloquizes as follows:
In which our journalistic lens like our business manager suggests.
low who's holding it."
J. Saul:-Woe is me-and other catches a view of the Big Shot boast4. Shoot eight of the 21 Jays.
equestrain phraseol·o.gy. Bitter as gall ing when he learns his banquet will
5. Shoot the other thirteen.
is that which should have been the cost him 75 cents.
Tripp's been in Springfield more than
A liberal prize of one joke will be
ambrosial nectar of successful actwo weeks and still EI doesn't have a
given
to the person agreeing with us.
hievement. I, who lacked not the
new gym.
P oints An
Send
ten
dollars to cover postage and
Accu sin g F inger
courage to mount the summits and to
a t . ....
cost
of
assembling.
declaim in my most stentorian intonYe gads, fellows, Wilson (late of
Fold this sheet, address to Old King
ations, my heart-felt oonvictions,-I,Washington, D. C.) smol{es a pipe!
Cole in care of the Kanatzenjammer
1
say,
who
spurned
the
possibility
of
He'll be dropping his h's next!
Kids, and don't send it.
wreaking adversity upon my own status
by speaking what I believed-am now
Professor Colseybur's hitch-hiking
(As it reveals itself).
become the target for the darts and
College life (as lived by college
class must do all its hitch-hiking on the
The "stuff" of this week goes to nrrows of those l ess fortuna te, who
freshmen ) : Lying around on beds and
campus, according to a ruling ·Of the HARRY SOCKLER, the "acting- would shudder at undertaking what I
talking.
Student Social Committee.
captain" of this year's football team, have done, and who are content to rewho certainly helps the high school main jackals and satellites, declaring
Not all journalists are dirty dogs
Did you hear that good one . on Alex Junior's English- (?) by t eaching him anything· iconoclastic which does not
just
because they're news hounds, Mr.
Summers? Our linotype operator ac- the best of epithets. Congrats! Harry! coincide with their bigoted, straightHelen:
You
ain't
well.
What's
eatFerguson.
cused him of writing this column last
laced, staid conventionalities.
Ah!- ing you?
week. "Why do you think I wrote it?"
To date, the men of the faculty are
Rex : I got insomnia. I keep waking
"On a smaller scale, our existence
asked Alex blandly. "Because it wasn't leading the women, four to one, <Jn be(Continued on Page 10)
up
before the bell rings.
in
the world is very similar to that
funny," was the reply.
ing laid low with various and sundry
of
this
fish in the sealed bottle," quoth
ailments: the casualties have been
Simile of the Week: As asleep as Mr. Thut to his botany class. And,
Rose Verbeau tells us that she has Messrs. Shiley, MacGregor, Seymour,
the Phi Sig house on Sunday morn- under his breath, "The poor fish."
"taken the veil"-meaning thereby Beu, Burris, Allen, and W eckel, the
+••n-••-••••-nM•-••-.
.
•-••-11•-••-·+
practice teaching.
ing.
j
--Misses Hostetler ahd Wilkin. Do we
Dear
Elmiree
:
We
are
hearing
compiaints about
have to go to class today, teacher?
It's too bad EI did so well in debatI see J.P. Reed ain't·writing no more
We didn't know or don't yet, to be the high cost of learning. Sometimes
ing. We were just about ready to adAnd SIGMA DELTA had to "in- since I innerviewed him. I guess that more exact, why George Adams and it costs as much as fifty cents to get
vise Mr. Ross to take that feUow Reed veigle" its members into attendance by settled his hash allrite or whatever.
Glen Cooper should be invited to the a lesson.
off the team.
'
giving a chili supper when WILSON
I dont know who uses more can- Student Council Banquet, but just the
-,--If all the after lunch classes were
openers in a month, the Panther lair same they are the big shots this week.
. t knew that something would spoke.
We JUS
or me. I bet they aint got me beat Anyhoo, one of them comes from a laid end to end-they'd be much more
hatappen to keep Footsey from coming
I much. It must be an awful job to' good town, which is some consola- coonfortable.
Was the ice icy, BAILS?
back to El.
find one when there is so many cooks j tion.
burning the soup. I'd hate to eat
I Wyeth says he couldn't write up
we understand that Mr. Seymour
J. "STAN" MciNTOSH is so b
"Jaunsye beef, beans, and beets ever day. Heck,
"I'm muscle-bound," cried the gal as the Normal game. He was too hoarse.
I
t b
gave a talk the oth er night on "The that he's giving his ticket to see
wan
aeon once'n a while.
she came straggling out the gym door.
Enemies of Democracy" and didn't Eyre" to his mother. I wish I were
The pl·g a t the l'b
t Thurss1·m1·le·. Empty as Chapel on Thurs1 rary 1as
How far is it, lady, how far is that?
mention those birds who charge a buck your mother, Sonny Boy!
day night did not belong to me. I wa.n t
day afternoon:
to get into their dances.
ever body to know. I buchered mine
It's high time we made another
The "Pan" is noticing that C. AUS- last week.
Mr. Shiley: In this theme I want
crack at the library, teaching, chapel,
Why should Pem Hall have . a new TIN, JR. is another -of the week-day
Me and Spence aint invited to the
you to make an exposure of somewing, Dr. J3uzzard? . The H_all girls can lovers who evacuate at the onslaught big shots bankwet and if this is th,e or the high cost of living, but we just thing.
can't think of any. We are nonfly high enough Without 1t.
of home talent.
big shots bankwet, they ought to b e
Freshman: What? Our ignorance?
pullaed.
a small shots bankwet so the big shots
Gosh but life is dull around here
Whether you come or not, Lea.lly'n like me and Spence could come.
Mickey Spence, working a genetics
After
so
much
ballyhoo,
b
ally
few
ever since we found out about Rich- Clapp and He!en Swanson, y.ou're inproblem
for zoology, crossed a black,
I think I got fl.umonia and if I die
land County!
vited to the "Big Shot" Banquet, Are like I feel I'm going to here is my couples were at the Sophomore dance curly-haired guinea pig with a frizzleyou happy?
last will and testement; whereas, ther or did I count right or does it make feathered, rose-combed chicken ,a nd
a better crack if I leave it that way got a red eyed fly . (Another Editor's
· If they'd only use that wicker furnifore, and why not to:
or
a1·e you laughing at all?
ture for chapel!
note: This is authentic).
Out of the fire, into the "PAN."
J. P . Reed-The rest of a bottle of
hair oil.
1
George Henry says he's been playing
Robert Shiley-Some beeswax for
Poem of the Week
Voice over the Pem Hall telephone,
"starving dog" for a week now, and
U
S
his moustache when it comes.
Old Mother Hubbard went to the "May I speak to Annie?"
cupboard
"Annie who?"
Miss Hunter hasn't even n oticed him.
student Body-Box of crazy water
To get her poor dog a bone;
"Oh, just Annie-body."
I crystals to pep up his spirits.
Boost EI! We just sent Roosevelt a
At a recent organization meeting of
Vincent Kelly-A pan that doesn't But when she got there
list of the faculty m embers who at- the Deba,te club, the constitution was leak.
The cupboard was bare,
If the state will furnish the biSo she applied for a federal loan.
tended his ball.
cycles, Bicycling 21 promises to disapproved and permanent officers
Panther Lair-My new canopener.
place Hitch-hiking 21 at an early date.
elected. They are as follows: presiGeorge Henry - My left handed
You know, these ~beets the Place- dent, Richard Bromley; vice-presi- monkeyranch.
j
Twarnt a fit night out for man nor
ment ~ureau are havmg us pass around dent, J . Paul Reed; secretru·y treas- 1 Rose Verbeau- My book, "How to beast but Little Audrey just laughed
Either Miss Thompson or Mr.
are domg a lot to help us get ac- urer, Grace Kortum.
Be Funny."
and laughed cause she knew she was Widger will instruct the bicycling
quainted with our teachers.
Cloyd Pa.skins- A safety razor for just a fair weather friend.
class. Good-bye, Colseybur.
future use if any.
Famous last words (of Mr. Coleman) of the textbook library, while Mr.
What's this about a Polygon calling
Miss Reinhardt - January copy of
"What, only going eighty-five miles an Cottingham is publicity director of the "Western Stories."
for silence while she drank her coffee?
Evidently the Polygons are no parahour! Man, pick up your anchor!' '
Gottinghams.
Mr. H eller- My comb with the teeth
gons.
out.
If you have a gift of gab, get a gift Who Is Anne Howe?
Mr. Spooner- Two bent fish hooks.
Das Gedichte der Woche
for your gab! Write for the Third
She never had worked, not even for
Don Cavins- Toothbrush which has Ein, zwei-Binden Sie meine Schuhe The Twenty-one Jay roundelay
(In solemn Council seated)
Annual Literary C.ontest!
a day;
only used up one tube of Carters Drei, vier- machen Sie die Tur Zu
___
And they put her on the FERA.
Was,
"Join the fray, on Banquet day,
paste.
Ich will nicht in dem Lufsitzen.
For
sure, you are entreated-"
-Elmer.
You know, for a long time we W ho Is Anne Howe?
Mary Alice Harwood
wondered why so few people attended
She comes from out a land of
Communicable diseases from Septemand Vance Boswell
those meetings on Tuesday "after
bounty;
ber to. June- library dates, studying,
Chapel," and then it dawned upon us
Her home must be in Richland
apple polishing, writing a colyum, six
all at once .
County.
weeks exams, Florence Cottingham.
___
Who1 Is Anne Howe?
Penmanship theme song: "Love me,
She thinks that the curriculum comes
This week's English lesson
Oink! Oink! A pig was at the
Love My Dog."
extra here;
Words often misused in sentences:
door.
Miss Thompson, chairman of the
And skips all her classes- just out of
Why did we h ave that exam today?
· "Please let me in so I can
faculty
cycling committee, had an exfear.
When it comes to speeches, the facOmit today.
warm my chinny, chin-chin!"
perience
for which she well d eserves
ulty at least practice what they WhO! Is Anne Howe?
U 5"e a word three times and it is
"Sorry, sir, this is not Wedthat
p
osit
i·on.
"screetch."
She thinks Wayne King is just a
yours- date.
nesday night."
Once
while
peddling down t he highhoney;
Crestfallen, the pig departed.
way,
heated
by
the 100 d egrees weathAnd she'll get him here- with the I
Remember the good old days, Miss
Success st ories for the week:
H ad he come for a date? Had
er,
both
tires
sizzled
out (m elted) .
other fellow's money!
.
Once there was a little boy who
Reinhardt, when we used to go to the
h e come to see the new furniLuckily
her
fearless
spirit
(cultivated
wanted to b e a musician. He practicCouncil of Nine meetings together?
ture? Only of this much are we
by
debating
at
Normal)
led
her to
ed year after year. When h e I:,'Tew
The flowers that bloom in the spring,
sure; he turned up his nose at
c.apture
two
hoop
snakes
which
just
up
he
went
to
Eastern
State
and
was
ha, ha,
Local Boys Make Good
the main building and made a
happened
to
be
traveling
by.
Winding
a
big
shot.
Charles
Spooner
was
the
Had better be nice to the FERA,
j
William Bails '35 and Harold Cotbee line for Pem Hall. This little
lad. Phyllis Adkins, a winsome little one around each rim and jumping on
tingham will attend the Student Counha, hal
piggie had social ambitions; he
lass, came down to EI to make h er the bike the snakes started rolling
cil Banquet. Mr. Bails has attended
probably wanted just to "walfortune.
Maybe she isn't an heiress merrily down the road. Moral: Feed
We is all friends, isn't we? Isn't we?
eightY-nine such banquets at EI. This
low" in EI's social best.
but
from
now on it will be Miss Big your pet hoops (snakes) redt op and
~ make Mr. Cottingham's seventy- W e say, isn't we?
S igned: Ole P oker Face. ,_ _ -"!"_ _ _ _ __ _ ____'!!-_ __ ---J Sh ot to youse.
they may be tires for you.
eighth affair. Mr. Bails is president
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Heckler Plays No
F avorites T oday!

I

This Little Piggie
Went to Pem H a ll

I

I

Next Time You Feel
Fiendish, Try T his!
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Miss Wilkin, New English Teacher, Is
Fond of Hobbies; Writes Short Stories

Tuesday, February 5, 1935

Winter Term Exam
Schedule Released
-

Novelist Galsworthy Depicts Lives of
T~Th.
k J::9 lk rn
. Eprc
. Jalna Stories
rr J rteoa ro

Examinations for the Winter quarter
will be held on the 26, 27, and 28 of
DEAN HELLER TELLS
Critic Believes 'Master of Jalna'
February in accordance with the schedOF
DINING
SERVICE
Is Better After Others in Series
ule recently released by Dean Beu.
SUCCESS
AT
MEETING
Are
Read.
Examinations are held in the class
By Muriel Edwards
Last week a new type of radio pro- room unless otherwise specified.
By Dorothy Bonham
The schedule is as f·ollows:
"Water color painting and writing gram was intr·oduced with the "ColDean Hobart F. Heller addressed the
The
Jalna
stories have made the
are my hobbies," said Miss Ruth E. lege Prom" broadcast over one of the
Men's Union Tuesday morning conTuesday, February 26
Whiteoaks
almost
as famous as the
cerning the success of the dining snWilkin of the English department "I leading networks. This program has
8:00 - 9:45
,
Forsytes.
And,
indeed,
Mazo de la
started painting as soon as I was a ble its setting in the various universities
Zoology 21, French 44, Latin 47, vice at the Lair. He stated that he
Roche
has
in
the
four
volumes,
Jalna,
had
observed
a
great
improvement,
to hold a brush. After studying art in and colleges of the country at their Economics 45, and Art 47.
Whiteoaks
of
Jalna,
Finch's
Forttme,
based
upon
the
three
meals
he
bas
high school and college, I attended an leading social event of the year. "Army
9:50 - 11:35
art school in Chicago during two sum- and Navy Night " was the theme of the 1 All 8:00 classes unless otherwise eaten there, during the first ten and The Master of Jalna, pictured the
mers. At various times I have devot- first br·oadcast.
assigned in this schedule; all Chemistry weeks. The cost is a few cents less lives and characters of the Whiteoaks
than the two dollars paid by tile in much the same manner as that in
ed quite a bit of time t o this hobby
Proms at Fordham, the University of 31 classes.
which Galsworthy pictured the Formembers
ea:ch week.
anct have sold some of my work in- Illinois, and the University of Penn1:00 - 2:45
syte's.
dividually.
"A four year old dream come true,"
All classes in History 34, 38, and 47.
sylvania are to follow. Included in the
Preserving Family Circle
Mr.
Heller said when discussing the
2:50
4:35
program
will
be
a
dramatization
of
the
"I am also interested in short story
The Whiteoaks are Canadians, clingAll classes in Education 21 in As- rea.! success of the banquet at the
writing," she continued. "Before the de- greatest sports triumph of the paring loyally to ancestral ties; and strirpression and before I became so busy ticular college, with the ooach or play- sembly room; all Education 23 or 43, Lair last week.
Vincent Kelly, president of the Un- ing to keep the family together at
er contemporary with the heroism 20, 44, 24 ·O·r 45, and 47 classes.
I had some stories published."
ion, announced that the organi.zat'ion Jalna. The perverse old grandmother
speaking before the microphone.
Wednesday, February 27
Has Traveled Extensively
rules the household with an iron !1and.
will stage a carnival soon.
Ruth Etting, stage star, and "Red"
8:00 - 9:45
Miss Wilkin has traveled in Canada
When the grandmother died, Renny,
All 8:00 classes unless otherwise asand Alaska, and along the Western Nichols and his orchestra are featured
the
taciturn, eldest grandson, becomes
signed in this schedule; all Botany 21
coast. She has also traveled down the entertainers.
the master of Jalna.
classes.
Eastern coast from Montreal to MarMaster of Jalna is Renny's story.
9:50 - 11:35
blehead.
Through
his stubbomess, his coldn<:ss
"WARRING"
PASSION
All 9:50 classes unless otherw~e as"There are so many things to see in
toward
his
wife, his affair with Clara
She
rebels
against
work,
signed in this schedule; all Arithmetic
the West," M~s Wilkin said, "that one
ANNE RUTLEDGE
Lebraux,
Renny
seems a hateful perShe
hates
school,
20 and 21 classes. English 31.
cannot hope to see them all in one Out of me unworthy and unknown
son.
But
he
is
also an admintble
Her
mind
seethes
1:00 - 2:45
trip. I would like particularly to see The vibrations of deathless music;
person.
He
'is loyal to his family and
With
dreams
of
the
future,
All 10:45 classes unless otherwise asthe Grand Canyon. Some day, of "With malice toward none, with
loyal to the memory of his ~rand
signed
in th~ schedule; English 31; all And, yet, she sits there
course, I hope to go to Europe. I would
mother. Miss de la Roche has made
charity for all."
Quietly absorbing the lecture.
like to take a very leisurely trip, spend- Out of me the forgiveness of millions German 31 classes; all Physics 31 class-Dee. of Renny a character as fascinatir.g
es in Assembly; Section 1 and II of
ing some time in England and Scotto the reader as the real R enny is
toward millions,
Analytics 35.
land. The usual tourist's rush thr·ough And the beneficent face of a nation
fascinatin,g
to women.
DREAMING
2:50 - 4:35
During
Depression Days
Europe does not attract me."
Shining with justice and truth.
A:ri 1:00 classes unless otherwise as- The future was revealed to her
The
setting
for
Master of Jalmt is
We asked Miss Wilkin what kind of I am Anne Rutledge who sleep beneath signed in this schedule.
Work and success
Canada during our recent depression.
literature she enjoys most.
these weeds,
And maybe happiness.
Thm·sday, February 28
Miss de la, Roche has written into her
She tossed in her dreams.
"I like so many different types," she Beloved in life of Abraham Lincoln,
8:00 - 9:45
characters the reactions of all the diiSmiling
replied, "that I couldn't single out any Wedded to him, not through union,
All 1:55 classes unless otherwise asferent
types of persons to a crisis such
A slender form came to her,
one as my favorite.
What I enjoy But through separation.
signed in this schedule; all Algebra Gay and tender
as
this.
Her characters are convincreading depends upon my mood. Be- Bloom forever, 0. Republic,
32 classes.
ing.
They
act as persons.
And brought love.
cause of my hobby of writing, I have From the dust of my bosom'
9:50 - 11:35
Critics
have
said that one m ay read
She smiled as she dreamed.
made a special study of the short story
Edgar Lee Masters, like Carl SandAll Penmanship classes ; InstrumenMaster of Ja.lna without first readand of the informal essay."
burg and Vachel Lindsay is an Illi- t t·
.
ing the other J alna books, and find it
Is Graduate of Millikin
no,i s poet. His verse is satirical and a IOn 31 ' VoiCe 34A; all Geography
ON RESIGNATION
interesting. Instead, it seems to me,
often bitter. Amy Lowell has said, I 20 class.es; all classes which conflict at
Miss Wilkin was graduated from
t
Resigned am I, and rooted too0 th
to fully appreciate any of the signifier tmes.
James Millikin University in 1918 with "The vividness, coarseness, brutality,
In my place;
cance of Master of Jalna, at least one
an A. B. degree. She then taught Eng- and cynicism often hide the beautiful
-------No breath of air from without;
of the other books must be r ead. Cirlish, Latin, teacher training and art in his verse."
No breath of power from within;
cumstances and chara.cters are intriin her home high school at Paris, IlliThe style of his verse is swift, biting,
Yes--resig·ned by necessity.
cately ilfterwoven to form the pattern.
ois in 1927, while teaching full time in and irregular. ' When h e writes of ugly
Unless the characters are already
the University high school, College of things, the measures of his verse halt
known,
the story will be a vague mass
Harsh
deeds
prevail;
Beginning with a scene in a p,ennEducation. She taught Latin and had and stumble.
Often, he sacrifices
of
persons
w'ith no significance.
Harsh
thoughts
impound
me;
sylvania househo·! d during the panic
charge of practice teaching in that sub- regularity in rhythm and verse form
Through
all
in
all
there
runs
a
fate
ject at the University high school for in order to express more vividly his of 1837, the fifth grade histo·r y class That eclipses my faith with bitterness . Service. Station For Watches-Bring
five years. Miss Wilkin took the year ideas. He is modern in this freedom in the Training school has worked out Of things "as are."
m your t1me piece for a change of oil
a pageant in four acts under the
1929-30 for further graduate study. fr·om a too patterned effect of rhyme, supervision of R. W. Cordier, super- Doth nature engulf all?
or general overhaul. All work guar~
Her major is Education, with English meter, and brevity.
visor of history teaching, and the stu- Must man be always slave to things anteed- C. P. Coon, 408 6th Street.
and Latin as teaching subjects. Just
Edgar Lee Masters is a "one-book"
"as are?"
prior to coming h ere, M~s Wilkm poet. He had published a number of dent teachers, dramatizing the West- No!-perceive, revolt, perfect;
iPatronize the News advertisers.
was an Associate Pr·ofessor in Educa- collections before his famous Spoon , ward movement.
Break loose thy chains with noble
tion at western College, Oxford, Ohio. River Anthology, a series of character
!he s~contdh scene depicts a camp
thoughts;
EATS, DRINKS, CONFECTIONS,
sketches of village personalities. This g1tmpse m
e West after the house- Fate is resigned by necessity.
GROCERIES, VEGETABLES,
"I am enjoying this high school very volume was a "best-seller" in 1915. All hold has met another family anct has
-C.W. P.
MEAT
much," M~s Wilkin said. "I enjoy the of the multiple experiences of a vil- decided to seek wealth in the n ew West.
work and my associates. I like this lo- lage lif-e are r espresented here; good The third scene takes place in the
Where E. I. and South Charleston
VALENTINES
Buy Their Eats
cation, as I believe that this is a com- and bad are crowded together. It is a newly built cabin on the prairies and
Let flowers say "Be My Valentine"
munity of the right size in which to rather bitter attack on the cramped the last scene pictures the same cabin
Meet Your Friends Here
locate a college. I h ave found a spirit conditions <J·f a small town; and the in- after the family has been joined by for you this year. Lee's Flower Shop.
Phone 39.
of friendliness and democracy that lS habitants of Spoon River are too clear- friends from the East.
very healthful."
DELICATESSEN
ly portrayed to please some of his react- ! ~he scenery for tnis pageant was
Look for placards saying, "We adPhone 73
706 Lincoln Ave.
ers. Those who believe in the purity pamted by the student teachers and ve~tise in Teachers Gollege News.
of a smaller oommunity as contrasted the class. The student teachers are
with a city denounce Masters as a Frances Ford, Agnes Smith, Florence
scandal-monger.
Bubeck, and Ruth Sheets.
Shoe Repa.iring Neatly Done
Masters ~ an idealistic poet and a
By Allen Pattison
realistic poet. The best of his poetry
Glasses Fitted by
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
E. L. Stover once played in the or- is idealistic. The most beautiful of the
chestra for the Ziegfeld Follies ... The poems in Spoon River Anthology is
417 seventh st.
Phone 173 II
I
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE
third floor, west end; used to be used Anne Rutledge. Often a moral or an
The Hunting of the Snark, a cantata I
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---'
as a gymnasium . . . Years ago wo- epigram is found in the last line of the
men's physical education classes gave most realistic of his poems. The last adap~d fiom Lew~ Carroll~ poom, r------------------~-----------~
exhibitions between h alves of basket- line of "Lucinda Matlock," is epigram- with music by J eanne Boyd, will be
presented by the fourth, fifth, sixth and
ball games . . . William Randolph matical:
seventh grades of the Training school
Hearst attended Harvard at the same
"It takes life tor love Life."
time S. E. Thomas did . . . Not many
None of h~ other volumes of poetry under the direction Oof Miss Ruth
years ago everyone from the first grade have equaled Spoon River Anthology. Major, supervisor of music instruction
Good Lumber is Worth the Difference
through seniors in college went to Perhaps the only individual poem that early in the spring. Robert Thrall ~I
chapel r egularly . . . Miss Mary Booth measures up to Spoon River Anthology the accompan~t and Robert Myers
TRY US AND BE CONVINCED
sings the bell-man's solo.
was in France and Germany during is "Silence" from Songs and Satire.
Details of the cantata will appear
the World War ... At one time m anPHONE 85
in
a
forthcoming issue of the News.
OLD
MILL
BOOK
SHOP
ual arts was taught in the fifth floor
Big Sale all week thousands books
room of the to·w er . . . The first man5 or 6 for 25c. Also large number
ual arts teacher at EI was a woman.
Natl. Geog Mags. many plates birds,
pheansants, mushrooms etc. 10c; all
other back mags. 5 or 6 for 25c. TAKE
for
AN ARMLOAD at this price. Hist. peda- ,
gogy, math., relig., love, bugs, advent., J
Miss Anna I. Bishop, State Pen- travel etc. Swell novels. Drop in and
Exclusive Dealers in Glendora. Coal
manship Supervisor for the A. N brouse.- Old Mill, 610 7th St.
Palmer Co., Chicago, visited the colPhone 186
123 Sixth St.
Look for placards saying, "We adlege penmanship classes last week and
vertise
in
Teachers
Gollege
News.
expressed pleasure at the interest
shown by the students in those classes.
Miss Bishop believes that every
teacher should be a legible writer.
in Men 's and Ladies' Footwear during our
Those who do not take the course in
college should get in touch with the
Clean-up Sale
company for personal instruction. This
service is offered free to the teachers
:
Buy It For Less at Furste 's
of Illinois.

New Instructor Is Graduate of COLLEGE PROM RADIO
Millikin University; Likes MidPROGRAM M'AKES BOW
western College Towns.
WITH ALL-STAR CAST

Pegasus Ponders

Poetry Scrapbook

Training School Is
Presenting Pageant

LINCOLN INN

Facts You May Not
Have Heard Before

EYES TESTED

Grade Students to
Rehearse Cantata I

BRADING'S

RICKETTS

ANDREWS LUMBER &MILL CO., Inc.

Penmanship Head
Is Visitor at EI

Call F. V. Thrall

DON'TWA::T

Quality Coal

I

~-------------------------· 1

BARGAIN GALOSHES

Furste'sAuto SUpply

News ads will tell you what Charleston merchants have to offer.

Watch

them and trade with our advertisers.

PHONE 24

I

RYAN SHOE STORE
EAST SIDE SQUARE
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W. W. Cook Emphasizes High Ethical
Standards of Placements, Promotions

Practical Experience \Kenneth Duzan Views Math Course
Is Sought by Group As Big Aid in Securing Federal Post

+•- ••- n- ••- ••- ••- -••- ••- ..- ••- n- ·+

.

··- ·+

Member s of the Home Ma n agem ent +·--·--·--·-~~--·-]·--·----·
class taught by Miss Clara Atteber ry
Alumnus Is Chosen Supervisor of
Criteria of a Profession, Vacancq[h~
'= have been receiving pr actical expercies, Recommendations a n d
Wheat Production Control Asience in operating a h ousehold during
j
Sigma
Tau
Delta
sociation in Three Counties.
Certificates Also Discussed.
the winter quarter by living in an
.ij-l
"~
apartmen t over F letch er's store on
As another unit in his series of talks
By Hazel Weakley
1ir
Fourth street. Each girl is r equired t o
T he first t icket t o "J a n e Eyre" was
on teacher placemen t, W alter W .
"Yes,
my
training in mathematics
.ij-l
live in the apartment four weeks out
bought by that school-famed critic, J . at EI was an important factor in my
Cook, Director of Teacher-Tr aining, •
of the term . Only five girls of t h e
last Thursday in chapel discussed the :.1
appointment to the position," admitBp
ten in the class stay at the apartm ent P a ul Reed.
criteria of a profession, ethics govR
o
p
Wilso
n
1
ted Kenneth Duzan, a graduate of the
I
at any one time, along with Miss Atteerning placement and promotion, vaThe
Art
club
kindly
made
several
college. The County Supervisor of the
-n- n- n- ••- ••- n- n- n- ••- n- no- •+ berry.
cancies and r ecommen dations, teachp osters t o advertise "Jane Eyre." Vir- Wheat Production Control Association
Two political commentators recently \ Each girl serves in different capaciers' certificates, and letters of appliginia Snider a lso made some of the of Coles, Douglas and Moultrie counassumed
the roles of clairvoyants and ties while staying in the apartment, advertising placards.
cation. Mr. Cook will comment on
ties must be accurate in mathematical
.
such as hostess, cook and housekeeper.
the personal interview in his next attempted an answer to the questwn:
computations."
Friends are in vited in at in tervals, a
talk.
Annette Blomquist is covering the
This federal position to which Mr.
"Will some person more radical than tea, buffet supper and dinner- theatr e
In the six points given on profesticket
sales
t
o
the
faculty.
She
r
eDuzan
has been appointed was a prize
Franklin D. Roosevelt gain the Presi- party having been given to date.
sions, Mr. Cook emphasized the opp orts that although the worthy in- sought by several, but once again colportunity a profession affords men dency in 1936 if the New Deal fails to
As the maintenance of an apartment
structors are tall with promises, they lege training was the determining
and women to serve mankind and the bring about recovery?" The augurs to I of _this sort is required under the are short with cash.
factor.
body of h ighly specialized knowledge whom we refer are Mark Sullivan, New \ Smith-Hughes Act, the college r ents
"How did y·ou happen to decide to
essential as a basis for this social ser- York Herald Tribune columnist, and , the apartment for the cl ass. Expenses
come
to EI for your training after
vice. It was also explained that a Raymond G. Swing, who recently con- for food are borne by members of the
The next meeting of Sigma Tau
class
Delta and the Writer's club will be teaching ~or six years?", we asked.
profession must provide sufficient in- tributed a series of articles on Huey
·
.
.
come to enable its members to main- Long to the Nation magazine.
AlT~ose staymg there no·w are: P hyllis this Thursday evening in the reception
He smiled at his wife across the
room. She laughed and urged him to
tain a cultur~.l standard of living and though these two writers represent Adkms, R~by Conover, Wanda ~ee room.
tell us.
provide for economic security in old widely divergent schools of political Lorton, Altce Groff and Helen Devin--Sigma Tau Delta members were
age . Other criteria: a profession re- th ought , they b oth d raw th e general ney.
His Dream Comes True
guests ·of the Art club at its meeting
quires the dedication of one's life to conclusion that no radical has a chance + ,_.,_.,_ ,._ .,_ ,._ ,,_ .._ ,._ ,,_ ,._ ,_ ,+ \ F .d
"Well, it really was the result of a
dream I had always planned to do so
the service of mankind; it requires to oust Roosevelt if recovery comes.
n ay.
that its members band themselves to- The two g.e ntlemen amplify their "ifs" -_ AlltOttrt f~t
Tick·ets for "J ane Eyre" will be on some time. \Vhen I graduated from
1 \gether in professional organizations in as follows:
V
•:
the Oakland Township high school, I
order to promote effective social legisMr. Swing: "If in two- years, even sex, :.1
Phi Sigma Epsilon
I sale in the front hall all day Wed- took the teachers'
examination and
nesday.
passed
it
so
I
c·ouldn't
resist trying to
lation; it requires a code of ethics to misery and fear are not abated in .§.,_ ,_,._ .._ ,._ ,._ ,._ .,_ ,._ ,._ ,._ .,_ ,+
use my certificate immediately.
I
guide the conduct of its members.
America, the field is free to the same
Ethics in Placement
kind of promise-mongers who swept
(Phi Sigma Epsilon)
spent three summers at EI and two at
In reference to the ethics governing away democratic leaders in Italy and
John Black, graduate student ::tt the
Brown's Business College at Terre
placement and promotions, Mr. cook Germany."
University of Illinois, was house guest
Haute, thinking that the business world
would be interesting.
stressed the following: · 1. All appointMr. Sullivan: " If the country in over the week-end.
leave
As browsers, let's
Talman's
ments, promotions or advancements 1936 should be as unhappy as it was at
James Crame, visitor from Decatur, "Realm of the Air" and think of some- 1 "About a year after my marriage it
in salary should be obtained exclu- the time of the election last November
thi..,..,g else.
happened. I had a wonderful dream, I
was a guest.
~ ...
sively on merit. 2. A teacher sh ould it is quite possible that someone more
If you wmt something that is not told Mrs. Duzan at the breakfast table
not seek a certain position until it is radical than Mr. Roosevelt would get
Hugh Harwood attended the iP-aug- qrn·te a novel and not qrn·te memoJ·rs that I had dreamed that someone gave
vacant or is about to become vacant . formidable support for the Presi- uration ceremon1es of John Wielancl take home "The French Boy" o•f Cou- me three thousand dollars and that
3. A teacher should not use offers .of dency."
as Superintendent of Public Instruc- turi·er's. You'll rm·d a new heroi·ne of we moved to Charleston where I reother positions to increase the salary
"Repair Business Conditions"
tion at Springfield.
Walpole's in "Judith Paris," too, und ceived my degree. 'Why not make it
of the position he holds. 4. Upon acPresident Roosevelt, it would appear,
an odd one in Ferber's book "Roast come true?' she asked after a few
Allan Pattison made the hop to Sul- Beef Medium" which is about a sal~s- ~ moments. And we did,-all except the
cepting a position a teacher should is quite aware of the conditions notnotify all other districts to which ap- ed by the~e :"riter~, a~d is striving ~o livan. Home-cooking always was ap- woman of petticoats.
watch a pair three tho~s.and.
plications have been sent. 5. A teach- keep the Iadicals m lme, both for his 1 pealing.
of twins grow up along with seven
"
Fin1~es College ~ork
..
er should never break a contract to own sake and for the sake of the
brothers and sisters in "Parson's t-rine."
She obtamed a teachmg pos1t10n
accept a better position without the country. He doesn't, na:turally, wish to
Plans have been made, by the soTo be sure of a good time, watch near Charleston and taught while I
consent of the school board. 6. Let- see any extremists gam the national cia! committee to have smokers and 1 Pasma on his journeys from the Arc- finished my course."
ters of application should not be 1 backing which Upton Sinclair gathered house dances dming the coming school tic to the spicy East Ind'ies as caoin"And so" we laughed, "like all great
broadcast. 7. Open letters of reference · in California. Mr. Sullivan suggests term. Students of the campus will be boy, in his book which he calls "Close m en you must admit that you owe yom
or recommendations should not be that the Chief Executive devote his invited.
Hauled". He probably saw some of
(Continued on Page 9)
the things which Stefanson tells of in
used. 8. Underbidding is unprofes- whole time to repairing business consional and unethical.
ditions, inasmuch as this factor, once
"My Life With Eskimos." I wonder if
Methods of Placement
achieved, would automatically end the
-Pasma heard any of Byrnes' eleven
When the B ureau of Teachers White House aspirations of the latter
The art classes are becomino- quite tales while he was on the "Rivers of
b
t
Damascus"?
Placement has learned of vacancies day Technocrat emissaries.
impressionistic. One student's cac us
· .
.
directlY from school officials and has
Louisiana's Sw·render
design reminded a critical onlooker of . For two ~log-raphies befor~ ;:e~u:nbeen requested to recommend candiIn his discussi·on, Mr. Swing re- a cash register while a second student mg to the a1r to see Shapley s Fi.gnts
dates and mail credentials, such rec- gards it as a mistake for people to re- was chagrined' to learn that her mod- From Chaos," read Lout's" "Ca~'ilac"
ommendations are made from the list gard lightly Senator Long's bid for na- ernistic aeroplane looked like an or- and Bok's account of the Amencan- I
of the best qualified candidates avail- tional power. The assumption in this chid! We could mention the name of ization of Bok."
, , _.,."itti'
able. students should write to rela- part of the country that the Louisiana the person who uttered the weird ex- •~-· ~-tives and friends asking to be noti- Monarch is a local phenomenon, a clamation, "See how I can't even draw
fted of vacancies. The bureau sends product of conditions not to be dupli- an ostrich!"-but that might suggest pany." Ludwig worthily fulfills his
intentions that are expressed by, "It
credentials to school officials only at cated elsewhere, appears to rest on a mental delinquency.
has been my main endeavor to deyour request or at the request of the fallacy. Given any region, he avers,
pict noteworthy personalities and re- I
officials themselves. Credentials pre- in which the great majority are in
There is such an air of freedom
pared by the bureau are confidential want or desperately close to it, in about the art department that last markable destinies in !J:iographicai anand in no event are to be given to which democrary has not produced wise week when Bill Bails walked in on a alyses. What chiefly interests me is
the applicant. Registrants should ar- leadership or competent organs to class, he asked, "Is this a class?" Tsk! the interactions between genius and
character."
range to have their credentials mailed conduct public affairs, or in which big Tsk!
during the following office hours of interests have far more than their
Speaking of Rembrandt do you
the bureau: 8-11:30 and 1-4 on school share of p.o.w er, the easiest sacrifice
FTances Brown reports an interestknow
what
we
heard.
A
girl
asked
her
days, and 8-12 on Saturdays. When which offers itself is that of democratic ing book, "Three Titans," by Emil
friend
what
subject
she
was
using
for
Choose from flock dot organdy,
the bureau notifies a student of a freedom. Down at the mouth of the Ludwig, containing sketches of the
her
term
paper,
and
the
latter
said.
plaid batiste, solid organdy,
position, the student is to report im- Mississippi the surrender has been lives of Michael AugeJ.o,, Rembrandt, and
taffetas, plaid piques and silk
mediately, whether he plans to apply complete. Huey controls all three Beethoven. The author
emphasizes "Rembrandt." Then came the llnfOJ:~
crepes.
givable
question,
"Why,
what's
that?"
or not. Notices of vacancies are to functions of government: executive, the resemblance of the three men, in
They're all beautifully styled
be kept confidential. Students who legislative and judicial. The startling a technical as well as emotional ~ense.
with frilly collars and bows and
accept positions should notify the bu- feature of the whole situation is that Ludwig makes his characters huma.n;
with knitted b o t t o m s and
reau at once.
some people do not resent the domin- there is no imaginative reaction at
sleeves.
Teachers must be certain that they ance of the Kingfish. Said one in- all. Readers laugh at some of Michhave a certificate qualifying them to structor at the University O·f Louisiana: ael Angelo's superstitious notion s, but
teach in the position for which they "There are many things Huey does cry when the deaf Beethoven composes
EVERYTWNG GOOD
apply. The certificate must be regis- which I don't approve of. But on the music which he is unable to play beTO EAT
tered with the county superintendent whole he has done a great deal of fore an audience. R embrandt liw•d
in the county in which the teacher good. And if I had to cho<Jse between 'i n a Becky Sharp type of way and
403 Lincoln St.
plans to teach before actual teaching him without democracy and getting got a.way with it until he painted t h e
Phone 422
"Night Watch," now known as the
is begun. Applications for certifi- back the old crowd, without the good "Sortie
of the Ban n ining Cock C'om- . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
1
cates are made through the college he has done, I should choose Huey.
After all, democracy isn't any good if
registrar.
it doesn't work. Do you really think
freedom is so important?"
This query, readers, we leave you
(Continued from Page 4)
to ponder. Or perchance you will
i
want
to
broach
it
when
one
of
your
zine from the reserve section for an
hour more than we should, we are history instructors says, " Are there
any questions?"
fined. Is that justice?
-A Reader.
P opular tweeds, flannels, and
The News Literary contest cl oses on
novelty mixtures . . . in wrapFriday. Enter your manuscripts bearound pleated and side button
There! Someone Agrees
models. All the new Spring colfore four o'clock.
Dear Editor:
ors included. Sizes 26 t o 32.
Congratulations for your editorial
last week entitled, "There's S till Spark
CALL 404
of Curiosity." Not only was it a good
RINGLESS CHIFFON
topic, but it was convincingly pr eIN MILLINER Y,
sented. Too, I am one who believes
R. W. WESTENBARGER
something should be done about the
R EADY-TO-WEAR, ETC.
Choice of clear, sheer chiffon
over supply of meetin gs on T uesday
and fine service weight, with n o
at
High
Grade
Cleaning
at
the
Same
Price.
after chapel. I liked the first rem edy
rings t o mar t h eir beauty. All
We Do All Kinds of Tailoring
Pointed out in your editorial.
..
...................
C
Charleston, Ill.
- A News Booster.
610 Sixth St.
FINAL CLEARANCE
Enter the News Literary Contest !
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Fletcher's Grocery

New Spring

SKIRTS

The Soap Box

LUNCH AND FOUNTAIN SERVICE
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I

$
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Phone 1020

Drastic Reductions

The Vogue Shop
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CarbOndale Quint Bows to Lantzmen by 39-35 Score
Locals Cop Second Conference Victory
Of Season as Curry Paces Fast Attack
Locals Knock Maroons Out of I
St. Viator Star Fails
Top Ranking Spot m
Nineteen Race

Little

p+ ANTHER'GRAMg Springfield Juniors Defeat Panther B

Team 35-23; Suspend 10 Second Rule

- BySIRLANTZELOT-

+·-·--··-··-··-··--··-··- · - ·11--·-·+

'

Springfield Finds ,Stalling Game
Too much credit cannot be given to STUDENT COUNCIL IS
to Be Effective; Locals Lose
t he fighting spirtt which EI displ:1.yOPPOSED TO STATE'S
ed in defeating Carbondale SaturBILL FOR NEW GYM!
Punch Late in Game.
day night. EVery day we are becom_ __
·
·
d th t t h f' 11 t
The Pant her B squad was defeated
mg more convmce
a
e Ig .ers
Early last 'l.; 'eek the state legislature by a 35 to 23 score at t he hands of
are the winners. It will be remembe~·d
b'll ll ·
· t·
ed that it was the old "On yolU' toes.- passe a L a ·o,w mg_ ~ppropna Ions Springfield Junior College Saturday
no let-down policy'' which came with- for .a Manu~l Arts bmldmg, a gym- night. Playing without t he 10 second
in two points of beating Normal in nasmm, a llbrary, green house, and a rule, Springfield was able to employ a
the last half. At the same ti~e it I separate high school building. Hardly sl·ow break very successfully.
was not iceable that 'it was Normal's a protest was offe~ed to the bill.
Two baskets by Neal a.nd one each
let-down which almnst spelled disas?~eat consternatiOn has been pre- 1 by Lewis, Heggerty and Burgess along
ter. A team which meets passes, fol- vallmg among_ the st~dents, as t~e with two free throws by Henderson
lows shots, and whose every member is S~udent ?ouncll has ralS~d an energetic gave t he Panther B squad a 12-9 half
on his toes at all times playing a ki~k _agamst the erectwn of these time lead.
driving game is a hard team to beat. bUlldmgs upon the campus ~ecause
Soon after the start of t he second
It is this factor which equalizes t eams ·C•f the consequent destructwn of half, two baskets by Turnbull, and one
and causes the so-called upsets in trees, shrubs, and other campus / each by Scott and Mcintyre gave the
sports. It is a well recognized fact scenery.
.
.
.
Juniors a 17-12 lead. They oontinued
that the opponents can not score if
The Council was espec~ally belllger- t o draw out the EI defense into back
they haven't the ball and it 'is the ag- cnt toward the construct ion of a new court and then pass t he ball in for
gressive and fighting team which
gym. The new gym is specified to be a easy shots.
u ally controls the ball.
building 300 by 150 feet . It is to have Pan thers B (23)
FG FT PF
J a playing court of 90 by 45 and a seat Lewis, f .................................. 1
o 3
Last year Coach McAndrew tried ing capa city of seven thousand. This Neal, f .................................... 3
o 3
starting an entirely n ew team when part of the building is also large Linder, c ................................ 2
0
0
his first team was trailing badly at eno,ugh so that indoor baseball games Henderson, c ........................ 0
2
o
haJf time. The second string's fight and field meets can be held in it. Other watts, c
................................ 0
o 3
coupled with EI's let-down gav~ the pa.rts of the building are to contain Heggerty, g ............................ 1
2
3
Maroons a victory. McAndrews hatln't swimming pools, dr·essing rooms, t en- Mahon, g .............................. 0
o 0
forgotten this. He replaced several of nis com-ts, and other rooms for phy- Burgess, g .............................. 1
1
4
his so-called stars again Satur day sical education.
Cole, g ...................................... 1
o 0
night when they' failed to connect but
The Council objection was that t he
this time they didnt' come thrQugb. l gym we now have is so large that six
T o.t als .................................... 9
5 16
This was mainly due to the fact that teams have to be on th e floor before Spring·field (35)
FG FT PF
EI suffered no let-down.
much activity can be discerned there- Scott, f ...................................... 3
1
2
___
on. The swimming pools were un- Mcintyre, f ............................ 3
5
1
BI~S ABOUT 'EM~
neoessary because our dressing rooms Riley, c .................................. 2
o 3
DON JONES seems to be hard luck an· now well supplied with showers.
Turbull, g ............................ ..4
0
4
of the varsity squad. He had no soon (Editor's note-This art icle was Fish, g ......................................0
0
0
er recovered from a sprained wrist copied verbatum from the News of Larson, g ................................ 2
1
2
than he was forced out again---this February 2, 1925. It was a "silly
time with a ba dly sprained ankle . . . . symphony" issue, in which every thing
7 12
Totals .................................. 14
Several of the squad seem to be more was written up just opposite to its real
interested in how their h'igh sehool oo.ndltion. The article explain ed t h e
t eams are faring in the current tourna- Council was unable to get a quorum NORDLY TO SUCCEED
ment than they are in playing t l1em- befor·e this question came up.)
EVANS AT NORTHERN
selves .... Fans who attended th~ EICa.rl L. Nordly has been named to
CARBONDALE game did not get to
succeed George "Chick" Evans as head
see HOLDER, the CARBONDALE star,
coach at Northern State Teachers
at his best. Since h e is small he deCollege for the rerminder o,f the school
pends upon his speed and shiftin ess.
EI's small floor and air tight defense
year . Evans is on leave of absence at
kept him bottled up . . . . HOWARD
The Indiana State freshman defeatColumbia University, studying for his
BALLARD'S. slump in scoring h as beml ed the Pant her B team at T erre Mast2;.·'::; degree.
accompan'ied by a tendency to foul. Haute Tuesday night by a 31 to 27
Nordly comes from Carleton College,
'Do, the coach t his m eans one thing~ score. The l·ocals, paced by Neal and
where he has enjoyed eminent success
poor condition. A little investigation Heggerty, staged a heated point duel as a coach. He is a native of Red
r eveals this to be t rue. He has been wit h the Hoosiers for one half but Wing, Minneso;ta, and is a gradua.te· of
wilted after t h e intermission and lost
dragged down with a severe cold and out.
Columbia. He will coach basketball
an attack of the flu.
a
Th e W yeth-coached team held a 15 nd baseball during his stay at Deto 14 half lead, by virtue of som e K alb.

The mighty Maroons were mighty
marooned in a scoring way against the
Panthers Friday night and as a result
the locals walked ·oH the court with
their second conference victo,r y, 39 to
35. Carbondale, the poor victim of its
own poor attack, was not really in the
game to the extent the score might indicate, for EI had matters h andoomely in control throughout and exc.e pt
for a brief spasm of ineffectual defense in the closing minutes was never
threatened.
Old Line-up Is Intact
Coach Lantz used practically the
same line-up which inflicted such punishing second half damage to Normal
to no avail. Howard Ballard and Joe
Curry at forwards, Shaw at center, and
McClain and Dettro at guards was t h e
line-up which may take bows for victory. Ballard and Shaw were not on
hand wh en victory was actually consummated, but that was due to having
been assessed four personals late in
the fracas.
Carbondale's quint, which before
Charleston's uprising was listed among
the ranking leaders of the Little 19,
n ever hit the stride which must have
been responsible for its previous good
estate. Lynn Holder, gen erally recognized as the league's fastest player,
wasted his speed without scoring results practically a ll evening; Jim Gray,
EI's Panthers sh ould view with rea big blond fellow who reaches just a lief the dispatch that Harold Chartier,
little higher than two Tedricks, was freshman star at St. Viator is ineligible
held scoreless; Hall, another lanky 1 following semester examinations. He
gent at center, was a small factor in 1 has been one of the outstanding Irish
the gam e's outcome. In fact, only one 1 cagers. The locals play St. Viator
m an on the Maroon quint showed any February 28.
quality oQf annoyance, that being Veach,
whose 13 points took high honors of
the evening.
For EI four players
shared point getting honors as Curry
coaxed in 12 po,i nts, Ballard nine, and
Shaw and Dettro seven apiece.
P os.
Shurtleff
P anthers
Panthers Hit Stride Early
Ballard ...................... F
McClinto<:k
Carbondale opened the game as if CUrry ........................ F ...................... H ale
bent on making the game a close, hard Sha.w ........................ C .................. Menzie
fought affair. First scoring honors, Dettro ...................... G .................. Sutton
fell to EI as Curry slipped in under- MToChleainPa.n.. t..h...e..r:s.....w
..
g.e..t.. ::~...~ha~;:o:~
n eath Carbondale's tall guard for a
set-up. Ho,l der balanced matters with raise their percentage standing in the
a basket from the foul line but B al- Little 19 to the .500 mark Fdd::~.y
lard came back wj.th a shot from side n'ight when they meet Shurtleff Colcourt to wheel EI into another lead. lege of Alton on the home com't.
flashy sh o·o,t ing on the part of Neal,
An exchange of such tactics prevailed Shurtleff is one of two confer ence
Heggerty and Linder. But the Hoosuntil Curry, Ballard, and Shaw found victims of the P anthers, having fallen
iers, led by R admach er and Barcus, r ethe range and spotted the loca ls to a 51-28 in a game at Alt on.
McClintock
and
Men
zie,
the
only
.
gained
the lead ·and clinched the bat 15 t o 10 half time lead. Coach Mclettermen,
are
the
leaders
Both
of
Wednesday's
mtramu~al
j
tle
early
in t h e period . At one time
r
eturning
Andrews of Southern h a d seen fit to
for
Shurtleff.
The
Pioneers
h
ave
been
ga~e~
wer~
up~ets.
The
cel~ar-mI
ndiana
h
eld
a 27 to 16 l·ead but the losubstitute r eserves in place of thre·e
unable
to
win
a
conference
game,
loshabltmg
Tigers
m_vaded
the
Lair
a
nd
cals
rallied
and
whittled the advantage
r egulars, a nd they were chiefly r eing
their
fifth
tilt
to
McKendree
last
t
ook
~
19
to.
13
victory.
V~rn
Owen
s
to
"nothin',
befO're
the victors could
spons ible for Carbondale's 10 points.
s
aturday
night
by
a
44
to
28
.score.
was
high
pomt
man,
collectmg
eleven
r
egain
t
h
eir
poise.
But before the second half was long
The same line-up which has fun~ - points for the Tigers. J·on es, of th e
underway, it was apparent that t h e
tioned so well again st State Norma1 Lair was h eld to six.
Maroons were ·out for the even in g and
Enter the News Literary Contest!
and Carbondale will probably start for
The Math Club, from whom the
in for defea t . The Panthers, led by
the Panthers. They w'ill be without Tigers lately t ook t h eir first victory,
practically ev.erybody on the t eam,
the services of "Joker" Jones, Van- whipped the once-favor ed Fidelis, 18
peppered bas kets in from all angles a nd
dalia star, who is suffering from a to 11. Feller, Pruett and Bearrows
rolled up a 34 to 21 score before Car- sprained ankle.
hit often f.or the Math Club. Evers
bondale could grasp the situation and
got only four points for Fidelis.
offer r.etaliation. By that late date, LOCALS MEET SPARKS
the issue had been d ecided and closing
IN RETURN CONFLICT
Enter t he News Literary C'ontest !
ceremonies only served to make the
score more r espectable.
The varsity t eam will play its r eEmery, Carbondale guard, suffered a
turn game w'ith Sparks Business Colcut above the right eye which r equired
lege a t Shelbyville Wednesday night.J
stitches.
Whites-Blues-Fancies
This gam e was postponed from last
Carbondale's d emise m arked EI's
week. The locals hold a 57 to 18 desecond confer ence triumph, Shurtleff
cision of the Shelby county quint.
h aving been the other victim.
Ma comb, McKendr>ee, and No,rmal h old
Hudnuts Marvelous
Powder~Lip
wins over the locals.
stick~Eyebrow pencil~combinati·o n ~
Notes on the gam e - The locals 55c~People's Drug Store- Walgr een
Full cut, guaranteed f·ast colors,
scored a somewha t higher tha n m - system~North side square.
7 button front. Broadcloths,
ual average on shots. They ma de a
prints and m a dras fabrics. The
.195 average while C arbondale was ----------------~
98c shirts are fully shrunk. See!
Compare these shirts for qualscoring .137 in t h e sam e depar tm en t .
workmanship, fit a nd value!
ity,
Individually, Curry led EI with six
Now on a Stick!!
They can't be beat at th e price.
field goals n 19 attempts for R- .240
avr~rage.
Dettro was n ext wit h three
Sizes 14 to 17
Groceries, Lw1ch Meats, Fresh
out of t en for .230. Howard :aanarct
ALSO
ESKIMO
COOLER
Fruits & Vegetables
took the largest number of shots~23,
and made 4 for a .148 p er cent. Veach
South Side
p aced the Maroons with 5 out of 18
for .294. Lucas was n ext with one :Out
Square
PHONE 7
CLOTHIERS

I

m:-1

I

Lantzmen to Meet
Shurtleff Pioneers

·

I

u?'

State Frosh Defeat
B Quintet, 31 to 27

Upsets Mark Play
In League Games

I

ASHBY'S SHOE
SHOP
20 years' experience guarantees
satisfaction in shoe repairing.

Si
WIDO OU8 Ma'f

We are now located at
605 7th St. just oft the
southeast comer square

MEN'S

BIG !

NEW!

ESKIMO PIE

Werden Groce:ry

(Con~inued

c:.~
~
...........

on Page 9)

~
......--

HIRT

79c 98c
•

5c

Meadow Gold Dairy

JAMES &MURRAY

5I
.....-

Nine·

P~~.ge
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Top Notchers Top Lions in Overtimes i-L·-:-··-"-" ·-:-·s-·- . -.d:-..
Three Leading Intramural Quintets
1
'T'.
d·
rr.· h
l
l R. ace +-··-~~-~~-··1
Itt e 19
tn,gs i Piay l mportant Games on ,.,..'h
1 ues ay to 1 zg ten ntramura
..--..tan
-·-~~-·-·-+
1
ursday
j

Two Free Throws Tie Game; Jim
Tams Beat Phi Sigs, Gilbert
Boys Upset Math Club.
· As the intramural title race advances
to the final stages, some fast and
furious games are developing. Tuesday
night saw one of the hardest of the
season, when the third place Top
Notchers came thr·ough in two overtimes to beat the second place Lions
20 to 18.
Twenty.-seven fouls were called, and
the Top Notchers lost Haverstock and
Brookhart early in the game. In the
hectic final minutes the lead shifted
from one to the other team.
Grigg,
substitute forward, scooped in a shot
from back of center to put the Top
· Notchers again in the lead, then
Thompson recovered it f·or the Lions,
and Day, another Top Notcher substitute, sank a free throw to even the
score at fifteen all as the whistle blew.
Cain casually sank both of two frees,
but Davis, of the T·op Notchers whisked
in a field goal, stretching the game another two minutes, in which Grigg a nd
Davis cinched the victory. Les Wright
stari·ed on the floN for the Top Notchers. Lewes made every shot he took-one field goal and three free shots,
and did some especially
effective
guarding, holding Strader to a lone
free throw. Sockler, Walters, and
Thompson each got four for the Lions.
The Jim Tams defeated the Phi Sigs
10 to 9 in a game remarkable f.or the
fact that only two field goals were
made, both by Glen Cooper, of the
losing team. The frat boys showed unexpected defensive strength but missed
many fie!d shots, though they 1ed
until the last minute. B oyd won for
the Jim Tams almost single handed,
amassing six free shots out of seven
attempts.
Endsley got three and
Bayles one. Brian starred for the Phi
Sigs, getting three free shots.
The
free throw contest was ended when
Boyd sank his last counter in the fmal half minute.
The Gilbert Boys practically put the
Math Club definit·ely out of the running, winning a 20 to 11 victory. Wilde,
Kessinger, and Wingler divided Gilbert
BoYS points, and Pruett got the Math
club g.oals.
The Little Egyptians whipped the
caesar's Cohorts, 19 to 12. Bohn starred, making 12 points, and Milburn
got five for the Egyptians.
P egelow
and Cothern kept the Cohorts in the
running.

Kenneth Duzan Is
Interview Subject
(Continued from Page

7)

Conference Bits Are
l_mparted in 'Notes'
-Alex Krauklis of Chicago, tackle
and captain-elect of the St . Viator
football team, is a cousin of Ed.
Krause, Notre Dame's All-American
tackle of a year ago. Both are gradu-

Won
S tate Normal ......................6
Augustana ...................... .... 5
North Central .................. ..4
Macomb ................................ 5
Illinois College ................5
Millikin ................................ 3
Knox ......................................4
Ga.rbondale ....................... .4
CarL!ta.ge ............................. .4
6
1 DeKalb ................................

Lost Pet.
0

Three league leaders, the Bethon- of the Hood's wavering attack.
~=tnd Top Not.The Top Notchers took a step nearer
the top, gaining a 35 to 16 victory
chers played in Thursday's intramurover
t he Hoods. With Davis high
als and came out neck and neck for
point man, the Wright brothers, Lewis
honors in the conference race.
and Haverstock accounted for the
The evenly matched B ethonians and Top Notcher's high score. Jones got
Little Egyptians battled it out, and all but four of the Hood's points.
the leading Bethonians finished exleaders, having received t heir second
The story that was Charlotte Bronsetback, 31 to 27. At t he finish of t-he te's confession of a love-starved life
third quarter the score was 26 to 25. is enacted on the screen by Vrginia.
The los'ing team made a poor percen- Bruce and Colin Clive in the Sigmn.
tage of free throws, Trulock hitting Tau Delta show tomorrow.
the only one out of the team's more
than twelve attempts. Contrasting
with this, Tucker, of the victorious GOLDEN RULE SHOE SHOP
team, made six. Bohn and Milburn
Ha.v e Your Shoes Rebuilt
contributed 19 points between them
and Save Money
to aid the Little Egyptians. Diamond,
WE GUARANTEE ALL WORK!
Scheer, Trulock and Lancaster scored the Bethonian points, Abernathy
First Door West of Square on
bein,g closely guarded.
Jackson
The Lions defeated the Deuces 19 to
PHONE 74
9. Walters a nd Strader led the winn'i ng team, while Hutton was the key

Oo

1.000
l.OOO ians, Little Egyptians,

0

1.000

1
1
1
2
2
3

.833
.833
.833
.666
.666
.571
·545

I
I
1

5

~~a~::~~a~

:!~

ates of De La Salle High, Chicago. )
.. ::·.:·.·.·.:::::::::::::::;
;
Krauklis played against his cousin's Wheaton .............................. 1
2
.333
football eleven last November when Eureka ..................................2
5
.285
St. Viator met St. Mary·s of Winona, McKendree .......................... 2
5
.285
Minn., coached by Krause. The two Monmouth ..........................0
1
.000
colleges will meet again this fall in St . Viator ............................ 0
4
.000
Chicago and Krauklis will have the Shurtleff .............................. 0
5
.000
honor of leading his team against the Bradley ................................ 0
5
.000
one coached by his cousin. . . . Roy Elmhurst .............................. 0
8
.()00
Gununerson, star Bradley Tech distance runner from Averyville, Ill., begins milk de:liveries at three a . m.,
walks until 7:30, grabs a bus in Averyville and makes an eight o'clock down
in Peoria. No, he doesn't eat breakTowering Louis Lasiter, Illinois Colfast. . . . Lake Forest, having adopted lege center, vaulted into a tie with
the freshman rule, will play only one Ben Westlake of DeKalb for high
game with an Illinois collegiate foe scoring honors in the Little Nineteen
next year. That opponent will be for gam es through the seventh week
Millikin. We'll bet we can tell how of play.
they ~ill wind up in the standings,
Lasiter made the long leap by vir1
respectively.
tue of 32 points scored against Eureka.
State Normal will a.ppear at EI next His total has been accumulated in
year on October 19. This will be our only six conference games, four less
annual Homecoming with one of our than Westlake has appeared in this
greatest rivals to provide the opposi- season. The 6 foot 10 inch center was
tion . . . . Walter "Red" Miller, star last year's scoring champ and seems
guard of the Eureka College basket- J headed for the same distinction again.
ball team, who has been suffering Cox and Skoglund lost ground in the
from a head injury sustained in a race, as four other players passed in
practice when he crashed against a higher stratas.
wall, seems to be on the road to re- The leaders:
G FG FT TP
covery. Since the day of the acci- Lasiter, Illin~is .................. 6 37 15 89
dent, Miller has been paralyzed in the westlake, DeKalb .......... 10 40 9 89
right side but doctors say it is only Nori, DeKalb .................... 10 27 9 63
temporary.
Winn, Illinois .................... 6 23 15 61
Markel, Carthage ............ 7 25 11 61
Welborn, McKendree .... 6 22 14 58
Cox, Millikin .................... 4 20 17 57
I Adams, Normal ................ 6 21 14 56
1 Mead, Augustana ..... .. ..... 4
21
8 50
I
Skoglund,
DeKalb
..........
10
16
18
50
(Continued from Page 8)

Louis Lasiter Ties
Westlake for Lead

TODAY (TUES.) AND WEDNESDAY--

I

Carbondale .Bows to JS
I
Lantzmen, 39 to

A

-;I

Colin Clive is a descendant of Clive
of India, famous English soldierstatesman.

Coffee Shop-Private Dining Room
--Banquet Room •

Special Menus Sundays and Holidays
May We Serve You?

HOTEL U. S. GRANT

RADIO REPAIRING

STIREWALT
RADIO SERVICE

Phone 1555

Mattoo·n
Telephone 2700

Dlinois

,

ALSO NEWS-OUR GANG COMEDY

THURSDAY ONLY--

SPECIAL LADIES' MATINEE

Veree TEASDALE- Ricardo CORTEZ
in

I

'The Fire Bird'
ALS O CARTOON-MUSICAL REVUE-ACT

FRIDAY ONLY--

PAL DAY--(2 for 30c)

Warner OLAND
in

'Charlie Chan in Paris'
with Mary BRIAN
DUMBBELL LETTERS-COMEDY-ACT

SATURDAY ONLY--

Bert WHEELER- Robert WOOLSEY
in

'Kentucky Kernels'
with Spanky McFARLAND

KING BROTHERS
SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
PRIVATE PARTIES
DANCING

;~;~~~;~;;~~~~.~

.....

Phone 598

fy ALENTINES-

~-'

HZ\

....,

Art Craft Studio

~~;:;:e~N~i~~~-"(!ii).......

with

Franchot Tone • Richard Cromwell ~·
Sir Guy Standing • Kathleen Burke ~

BEAUTY SHOP

achievement to your wife?"
"Yes"- here Mrs. Duzan interrupted,
"For being able to both attend school
and keep house."
"Do you plan on remaining in business or on returning to teaching, Mr.
Duzan?"
"My pr esent position will pr·obably
11
12
only last until Spring." A smile lighted the frank blue eyes. "Then if I
Umpire- Firebaugh (Ill.)
1 1---------------~
can find some superintendent who
needs my services I shall be glad to
become one of his faculty m embers.
But if there should be a desirable position obtainable in the business world,
~1
Select your Valentines while our Stock is Complete
I
I shall not hesitate to take it."
I
lc to 50c
"What do you consider the h ardest
work you ever did?" we question ed
MAGAZINES
NEWSPAPERS
further.
"Did you say the most pleasant or
unpleasant difficult task?
If the
Book & Stationery Store-Phone 428
former, I should say that the h ardest
summer I ever h ad was spent in hauling straw for a paper factory and in ~==------------------------------.
persuading one y.cung woman to become my wife."
Again he smiled across the room.
Having found out what we wished t o
know we r eally should have departed
but Mr. Duzan and his gracious wife
made us so comfortable in their c·o·zy
home that we forgot our professional
The facilities of this hotel are available
position and remained for a friendly
r.hat.

Pict ur e

GARY COOPER

-------------------------------

of three for .250; Lynn Holder, star
MORE SPORTS ON PAGE 10
forward, made two out of 18 for an
Look fur placards saying, "We adeven .100.
vertise in Teachers College News.
The line -ups and summaries:
Panthers (39)
FG. FT. PF.
Ballard, f. ................................ 4
1
4
Curry, f . ....................................6
0
1
MARINELLO
Tedrick, f . ................................0
0
2
Shaw, c .....................................3
1
4
Brown, c. ................................ 0
1
0
North Side Square
Dettro, g . ..................................3_
1
3
SPE·C IALIZING
McCla in, g. .. ............................ 1
1
2
in All Kinds of
T otals .................................. 17
5
13
BEAUTY WORK
Carbondale (35)
FG. FT. PF.
Phone 1506
W. C. Peters, Prop.
2
Holder, f. ................................ 2
1
0
Lucas, f ................................... 1
0
3
Veach , f. .. ............ .................... 5
~3
0
Fulton, f. .. ................................ 1
3
1
Hall, c ....................................... 1
2
0
Broadway, c. .......................... 0
1
Emery, g ................................. 1
1
0
Have your application picture
0
Edwards, g. .............................. 0
0
made from your Warbler
1
Gray, g ..................................... 0
0
1
Parson, f ................................... 1
0
negative.

Paramo'unt

ALSO CARTOON-COMEDY-ACT

SUNDAY & MONDAYCONTINuous SHOWS BOTH DAYS

Frank LAWTON--W. C. FIELDS--Madge EVANS-Maureen O'SULLIVAN- AND 66 OTHER PLAYERS
In

'David Copperfield'
ALSO NEWS-MUSICAL-ACT

AT THE REX THEATRE
FRIDAY &

SAT.-

SUNDAY & MON.-

Big Boy Williams

Mr. and Mrs.

in

MARTIN JOHNSON'S

''Thunder Over
Texas"

"BABOONA"

with Marion SCHILLING
Also Cartoon-Serial

Also Comedy-Cartoon-Act
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Entertaz·nme nt Course Purchases 36 ' T T lk on Lincoln Xylophone Specialist Turns Sleuth,·
New Records for Public Address Unit ---~- a _ _ _ _ __ . Describes Fingerprinting at Meeting
Guy Lombardo, Isham Jones and
Ted Lewis Are Among Orchestras Included.

•Dates Announced

For Pre-registration
Pre-registrati·on dates for juniors and
seniors of the College are February
18-28, inclusive. This change in the
registration period for upperclassmen
went into effect last q_uarter.
As at that time, each student will
see the head of the department which
is his major to arrange for subjects
in the spring quarter.
Rsgistration
will be completed at the office. Fees
are to be paid on the regular registraS. E. Thomas, head of the History
tion day, March 4, which is the correct department, will be one of the speakdate instead of March 5, as stated in ers oh the Linc·o•ln program Tuesday.
the catalogue.
Ag·ain this quarter there will be a
two-day reading period for juniors and
seniors. February 22 and 25 are the
days on which upperclassmen will be
exempt fr·om class attendance.

Through the cooperation of the entertainment course, the public address
system has obtained 36 new records,
a total of 72 new numbers. These
compose approximately 150 minutes of
playing time by such orchestras as
Guy Lombardo, Harry Resor, Isham
Jones, Victor Young, Ted Lewis, and
the Dorsey Brothers. They are all neVI{
recordings of popular arrangemen~;s of
the latest dance tunes.
In addition the public address system now boasts a telephone system
whereby the two operators can con-·
verse. Three speakers may be hooked up at once. In addition to the two
in the assembly room, one may be
placed anywhere else in the buildiug,
probably in Room 29. The volumes
are m~ tched and all three speakers
operate together. Th~e are two other
speakers also, but only thr.ee may be
used at once. Two microphone lines
make it possible to have the microphone either in Room 29 or the assembly room.

Eminent J.P. Weed
Relegated to Limbo
(Continued from page 5)

Soph Dance Proves
Financial Success

Literary Contest Is
To Close on Friday
<Continued from Page

1)

tions. The only absolute requirement
for every entry in each division is
that it be typed.
Manuscripts should not be s~gned
but should be accompanied by a sealed envelope containing the title aJ,d
author of the entry.
The Literary Supplement which will
contain the prize winning manuscripts
in each division will appear as a special addition .to the regular 'issue of
the News on February 19. The executive editor of the literary supplem~)llt
and manager of the contest is Harold
Cottingham. Mr. Cottingham h (ts
been a member of the News staff for
the past three years and is at presen t
Publicity Director for the paper. He
is assisted by Roy Wilson, managing
editor, who served as last year's ed'itor of the News. Stanley Elam, associate editor, is a newcomer, but has
had valuable experience on the News
staff, and in Journalism class.
In addition to the prize winning entries of the contest being printed in
the special literary supplement, several spec'ial features will be part of the
edition. Cartoons, similar to those of
last year are being considered and
may find a place in the supplemc:1t.
As guest writer, the News has Miss
Wilkin of the Engli~h department who
will offer one of her short stories t o
News readers. Miss Wilkin has had
quite a bit of experience in writing
professionally and has ha.d sever al
stories printed.
The supplem ent appearing February
19 will be comparable to that of last
year, a copy of which is placed on a
bulletin board in the front h all. This
displa y includes a , list of the rules of
the contest a nd an exhibition of the
various pages of last years supplement.

:Men's Union Arranges
Ping Pong Tournament

Industrial Arts Club
Hears Two Speakers

I

such is the way with this brief sojourn
·on terra firma.
Scene II :-He butters a slice of
bread and goes up to the drawing
room on the third floor, eating as he
goes. Dusk has fallen and the room is
dark. He enters and gropes for a
match. Finding one, he lights his
pipe. In the smoke, three figures appear- that of Dogberry Hence, dressed
as the ghost of Alberto Salvia, Stooge
Venry as a composite embodiment of
irate pedagogues, and Peony Sperbeau,
as herself.
Dogberry Hence: (with arms cl'ossed)
Ah! Weed, thou cringing fiend incarhate, we have come to haunt, to
heckle and to relegate thee to that
pernicious limbo in which thou belongeth, where the lowly rodent that
Burris in the earth may Guinagh thy
viscera and where the impact of thy
·odorous machinations may be fully impressed upon thee.
J. saul (leaping to his feet) Hence!
loathed servitous of Hypochondria.
(Figures vanish.) What ails me? Could
it be that caviar and hors d'oeuvre I
had for lunch (Lights a lantern):
Enter Infante Pachyderma.
J. P.:- What's the m atter? Where's
the missus? How would you end the
depression? Wha t do you thinK of
the College News? How long would it
take a peg-legged grass-hopper to pick
and elephant's ear full of collar buttons etc. etc.
J. Paul faints as Horace Q. Phethers enters. Horace Q. goes to each of
the fourteen windows in the room :md
satisfies himself that they a.re car efully fastened. He returns to a desk
and writes h astily. Folding his paper
carefully, he throws it into a waste
basket and departs as suddenly as h e
has entered.

--One hundred and ten couples attended the Sophomore dance in the
gym following the Carbondale-EI basketball game Friday night. Dancing
was to phonograph records amplified
over the public address system.
Invited chaperons were Mr. and
Mrs. Hobart F. Heller, Mr. and Mrs.
Jay B. MacGregor, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry R. Jackson and Mr. and Mrs.
Quincy Guy Burris. Walton Morris
headed the following committee for
the dance: Ruth Corley, Donna Smith,
Maxine Harrod, Donald Cavns, and
Gerald McNeal.
The second year class realized a
profit of about $14.00 on the affair.

Social Notes
Glenna Redman, of Mattoon, at
a bridge party and slumber party on
Wednesday evening, announced her
engagement to Alonzo Lacey of Mattoon. The wedding will be held in
February. Refreshments were served
after bridge by the hostess.
The Hanga.rites held their regular
meeting Monday evening with Mary
Bohlen and Doris Lewis as hos~esses.
Refreshments were served, and a short
business meeting followed.
The Hangarites surprised one of
their members, Miss Louise English,
with a birthday breakfast on Friday
morning.

Tw0 talks, one by Tilman T_.ockard
and the other by Edgar Jenkins, featured the Industrial Arts Club's program at the regular meeting Monday
evening.
Mr. Lockard spoke on "The Art of
Whittling." He demonstrated and explained the construction of
c;everal
projects made with a pocket knife.
Mr. Jenkins talked on "Stagecraft."
He included in his speech some of the
tricks and problems of the stage property man.
Earl Lucier, General Chairman of
the Industrial Arts-Home Economics
Club dance, led a discussion in wh~ch
an exchan.ge of 'ideas on the dance
were given. As a result of the cliscussion it was concluded that ~ St.
Patrick's Day dance be staged. March
15 was the date set for the dance.

Tau Delt Anthology
Is Near Completion

Lep1ie Kanatzer Draws from
Hobby of Detective Work in
Science Club Talk.
Leplie Kanatzer, Kappa Delta Pi
member, and xylophone specialist,
spoke before the Wednesday meeting
of the Science club on fingerprinting,
detective work being a hobby with
him. His father, of St. Elmo, is a
detective, and owns a famous pack of
man-hunting bloodhounds.
Mr. Kanatzer explained how, by
means of classification, the name of
a criminal whose fingerprints h ave
been recorded in police files can be
found in fifteen minutes. Besides
being a common means of apprehending criminals, fingerprinting has possibilities for becoming useful in all
oases of unknown identity. Any one
can send his fingerprints in to Washington and have them recorded in
government files.
With his outfit for the purpose, Mr.
Kanatzer took the prints of persons
attending the meeting, and explained
the process used.

Excursion to Shaw
Gardens Described

The Writer's club and Sigma Tau
Delta have almost collected all material f.o.r their anthology, which will
(Continued from Page 1)
be printed by the State of Illinois and
distributed sometime in May.
The about to fall off his perch and die in
anthology will contain both prose and agony, the while uttering wa r-cries in
poetry selections, each member of the a raucous voice . . . and later eating
organizations contributing two pages grapes while he sat on the or nltholoof material.
g'i st's arm, touching the m an's arm
Mrs. Mildred Kedley is in charge of with an affectionate spear-beak ...
the project. Virginia Cottet Snyder is IThe Mynah birds who t r ied to drown by
caring for collection and organization whistles with their own superior ones,
of the contributi·ons. Work on the and who talked engagingly to the
anthology has been going on for about ornithologist ... The delicate whispertwo months.
song of the Shamah Thrush . . . The
hummingbird's diet ... The Egret who
robbed a big carp .o.f his dinner . . ..
The flight-baths of the Kiskidee FlyA number of Pemberton Hall girls catchers . . . The Hornbill who gets
attended various President's Birthday two freshly killed mice for his supper
dances Wednesday night. They were: . . . . The birds' diet kitchen with its
Maxine Harrod, Harriet Ray. Margery immaculate refrigerator, cabinet, dishPoorman, Annette Blomquist, Shirlt:-y es, and the intricate m enus fed daily to
Harrod, Frances Morrison, and Ernes- the birds . . . 128 kinds of food daily!
The Jewel Box . . . pristine white
tine Busch attended in Charleston; Lorcallas
standing abov·e the colo,rs of
raine Mitchell, Annette Jones, Dorobegonias,
primulas, azaleas, myosotis,
thy Armes, and Iola Hawkins atcincrarias;
and cyclamen ... The bantended M:attoon's dances; Betty Jane
Ewing attended a dance at the Arm- ana t ree in bloom . . . a.nd out-doors,
more mud, mud, mud .... Dinner . ..
ory in Decatur.
The last wild sprint to catch the train,
Lois Armes was a dinner guest of having lingered behind in the station
Dorothy Armes Wednesday evening.
. ... Home ....

Pem Hall Notes

Aspirin Specia l- 3 dozen pure aspirin
Invitations have been sent out to
the P emberton Hall alumni for the 29c- P eoples drug store-North side
Phi Sigma Epsilon-Pemberton Hall square.
Mid-w'inter Semi-formal to be held
this Frida y night.
CHOOSE THE
VALENTINE
Irma Vesper was a week-er1d gnest
that
Enter Berxire O 'Toupe.
of Arleigh Ward at her home in InSHE PREFERS
J. Saul:- (aside) Scram! You're not dianols~.
While Our Line is Complete
even in t his play.
Exit O'Toupe.
VALENTINES
J. Saul lapses 'into a coma as I n fanta
FREE DRINKS
Send her flowers this Valentine Day,
Pachyderma who h as been stan ding·
Ma
xine
Harrod,
Hugh Ha rwood,
with mouth agape, walks slowly to t h e February 14. Lee's Flower Shop. Phone
Elizab
eth
Irwin
,
Gerald Lively
waste basket, picks up the paper a~1d 39.
unfolds it.
J. P.:-(Holds the paper clos e to the
lantern and r eads.)
R. U. Knutsommi?

Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Jackson entertained friends at their home on
Seventh street Friday evening. Cards
and dancing were the diversions of
the evening.
Guests were: Anna Balmer, Clara
Balmer, Katherine Lumb!rick, Howard
Ballard, Tilman Lockard, and Vincent
Kelly.

The CANDY SHOP

Miss Wilma Birdzell and Hazell Hackett of 1109 Sixth street entertained
a few friends with a Bum's Pa.rty
Saturday evening. The evening was
spent in playing "Cootie" and "Adverbs." R efreshments were served to
Martha Wesner, Margaret Bran don,
Jeanette Rosene, Myrl Munson, Josephine Novotny, Ruth Young, and Crystal Funkhouser.

HICCOUGHING VICTIM
GROWS , WEAKER DAILY

Members of the faculty and guests
Elizabeth W arner , 19 yea r old Wheaattended
a tea held by the Faculty
The Men's Un'ion will st age a Ping
ton
college student, en tered h er 21st
Pong tournament within the n ext two club at the home of Mrs. J. H. Awty day of continuous hiccoughing today
week's according to Vincent K elly, Un- on Sunday from 5:30 to 6:30 p. m.
- and was rapidly growing weaker. The
ion President. The tourney will be
The P emites organized a basketba ll repeated convulsions in addition t(,
staged in the gym pending arra n gethe worry and strain, have sapped Miss
ments with the Athletic Associa t ion team last Thursday evening and will Warner's physica l strength.
play in the women's basketball tourfor the t,rym.
nament.
G erald McNeal has been appointed
manager of the tourna ment. M r . M cNeal stated tha t a small entran ce fee
FILL UP WITH GAS AND OIL
t eams have been "rehearsing" f or t h e
will be charged to cover expenses.
AT
The finals of the tournam en t will big event.
be played off at the open house sponBadminton seems to be a very popu- 1
sored by the Women's League and the
lar
sport-with the faculty.
I
Men's Union.

THE J I 'M TAM
5c-HAMBURGERS-5c
5c-HOT DOGS-5c

T•

10c-CHILI-10c
5c-HAM-5c

CANDIES, SANDWICHES and CIGARETTES

Linen

NEWELL'S

FILLING STATION

W AA Scoreboard

And now that we have our vrhite
shorts, how about having a stunt

Wanted-On e good n ews r eporter! we night?
had it on g ood authority that this
column was-well, must we say?

Farm and Home
Market

The beginning fencing class is learning so rapidly that we'll soon be ::tole
to have an exhibition match. .L\nd
the 'instructor will soon be able to l·esign.
Pem Hall will again seeks its laurels
1n the basketball tournament. Two

Open Each Saturday from
9:30 tm 2:oo
Dressed chickens, fresh pork, butter, eggs, cottage cheese, homemade cakes, pies, cookies, bread
and rolls.
~ Block South of Square on

Seventh Street

I TIRES-CIGARETTES-'CANDIES
~ ~----------------------------~
j'

1

BROWN OR BLUE
Beautifully Striped with
White Kid

WHITE
PLUMBING & HEATING
COMPANY

Plumbing, Heating and
Sheet Metal Work.

PHONE 295

NEW SPRING .S TYLE

INYART'S Brown ~ Shoe Store
The Eagle ·S hoe Sto·re

North Side of Square

